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● Publications 
○ TPS 
○ Trophy Books 
○ Indian Arch 
● Website 
○ Digital Database 
○ Internship Forum 
○ College Ranking 
○ Online Registrations & Submissions 
○ Archive 
○ Subscription Fee and Payment Module 
○ Online Library 
● Communication 
■ Forms 
■ ID Cards 
■ Social Media 
■ Video Series 
■ SMS 
■ Bulk mail 
● NASA Day 

02:00 PM – 03:00 PM -Lunch 03:00 PM - National Strategic
Committee Proceedings 05:00 PM – 06:00 PM - Tea Break 

06:00 PM 
● Attendance 
● Destech Brief Release 
● NASA INDIA Collaborations 
○ India Lost and Found 
○ ACEDGE Unschool Workshops 
○ The Happy Llamas 
○ Frame ‘19 



○ The Multilogue Collective 
○ EASA 
● D-Team 
● E-Team 
● College Status Updates 
● Zonal Roundup 

08:00 PM - Dinner 

DAY 4 

08:45 AM – 09:30 AM 
● Breakfast 

10:00 AM 
● Attendance 
● Formulating the Structure for ANC 
● Suggestions for ANC 
● Opening of the Bids for the 63rd Year ANC 

01:00 PM – 02:00 PM 
● Lunch 

02:00 PM 
● Attendance 
● Zonal Bid presentation 
● Other Bid Presentations 
● Election Guidelines 
● Zero Hour 
● Concluding Session 
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SESSION 1

10:15

Advisor : Welcome everybody

For those who don’t know me I am JPK Vinod, former National president, current National
Advisor of NASA India.

I take the privilege of introducing the 62nd zonal and executive council

Let me introduce you to the Zonal council.

Zonal President 1 - Akshat Jain

Zonal President 2- Parshva Shah

Zonal President 3 - Ayushi Sawalka

Zonal President 4 - Ritik Khare

Zonal President 5 - Dinesh P.

Zonal President 6 - Vivek Manoj



The executive council:

Public Relation - Lochan Aradhya M

Treasurer - Ashwith Koyyala

Vice President - Simarjeet Singh

Secretary - Syed Khwaja Abid

President - Idris Ahamed Shariff

Treasurer Designee - Hardeep Singh

And myself JPK Vinod the National Advisor

I would like to introduce you to the 62nd year council and wish them good luck.

11:13

President : There is a new system for attendance. Simarjeet will explain it.

Vice President: The QR code in the back of your ID card you can scan that and get it. For
every session you come in. A volunteer will scan your ID card to tag your attendance.

President : Why is there a huge chunk of seats empty there? Who hasn’t arrived?

Zonal President 5 : Zone 5 unit secretaries are seated there.

11:19

Vice President: you have got the agenda please try to be on time.

We will start with the 61st year Annual Report.

Advisor : Okay has everyone got the report ? The rest of you can start reading it.

Advisor : Meanwhile I will brief you what the annual report consists of .

It is the annual report from the start to the end from 1st EC ZC to the ANC. It has all the
initiatives and works done throughout the year. Has everyone got the report? Fine the rest of
you can share the report. You can give one copy to 2 people.

First of all I would like to thank everyone who was a part of us last year.

The first EC-ZC happened in SPA Delhi, our headquarters. The vision was the continuation
of the previous year.



The two main ideas was exploring new ideas and to change the image of the association.

That is when I asked people about NASA they said you host the conventions, we had to
change that idea.

------

Then we had the phase II of the digitalization of documents. As it was not a one year job.
First we started with the HQ documents. As you all know we have documents from the year
1990s which were fading out. So we had to go with digitalization. Anybody asks about the
progress of the college we had all info.

with the establishment of digital database we currently have 58,405 students registered in
our website which is still not to its maximum as we estimated the number to be 60,000+ on
59th year and we are also growing in number in terms of units associated so this number is
very less as 20,000 students in this database are graduates.

The other part of digitalization was internship forum. But we didn’t know how to moderate it.
so we got Archi-shot / architecture live a company to moderate it and currently we have
around 25,000 architecture office database still there are minor glitches and error which will
be rectified in the next few months

You can soon use it. Then we had to optimize the online library. We are still in the process..

Then the administration we got a 12A 80- non-profit organization. It was not done before but
done now.

Then the trophy briefs were not done properly last year. The reason was the MoU had
expired so we had to go personally to do this.

The Meetings:

We met B.V.Doshi. We discussed mainly with him about the LIK trophy which we were very
tense about.

We also met Late. Ar. Nimish Patel.

The last FCM was conducted in AMITY Noida.

The other changes were jury of GRIHA and other trophies as discussed with GC.

Other new initiatives we tried:

Paathshala was confirmed.

The ANDC was conducted by TMU Moradabad. We had the largest number of entries.



Then we also had the W.A.T. 2018 Trophy with which we could express the thoughts of the
GC. We usually get 50-60 entries but last year we got 180 entries.

Then we had EASA which will be briefed.

The Zonal reports will be given by the ZPs.

The Publications:

TPS

HUDCO

Indian Arch

Then the Zonal exchange program.

I have been to 5 Zonal convention and saw that everyone has a lot to share. So we had a
Zonal exchange which was a nice initiative.

Then the D-Team we had 13 students last year. We decided students who work also get
paid.

Then last but not the least ANC, 61st year. Which we had in SJB, Bangalore. I would like
feedback from you guys also.

Would encourage each and every one to read the report and ask any doubts.

Then we will move ahead with the theme.

I was a part of 2 ZCMs and now I expect everyone to read it before coming here. I would like
everyone to interact because everything has to start with this theme and end with it.
Everything is done by this.

Z310: While going to the theme this year not thinking about what's right or wrong but make it
solid on what’s the next step should be taken.

Z421: Till now we have been working on establishing and now we have to take new
initiatives and new steps.

Z423: Embark for me is to start something new. For example, Chandigarh. They didn’t know
if it will work or not but trying new step.

Z103: I think there are some solutions to the problems that can be done in the present. For
Example Chandigarh. The wide roads, etc were not required at that time.

Z313: I think it’s a good thing to continue the theme untraversed as we took new initiatives
last year and continue that and take new steps.

Z640: It’s a new initiative but we don’t know what the result will be. Positive or negative?



Z406: Every year it’s a new thing we have learned a lot. This year we should bring this
forward.

Advisor : I have two ways of understanding the theme. The process of the theme or the
theme directly. Which one do you prefer?

GC :*1st* (the process)

Advisor : It's more about my journey of 5 years with the association. I had questions like
what has to be done. Why does a theme have to stay 1 year and why not 5 years? What is
the difference between the theme and vision? so Before I started writing I had a lot of
questions that I needed answers which I could not get at the initial stage so that became the
first aspect that has to be addressed. from there it started in a very arbitrary aspect that is
statement that was mentioned in the theme that Nehru made against criticism on chandigarh
which hit me really hard on my head and I started to research more about it which was a
very interesting the philosophy or a vision that he gave to Le corbusier on chandigarh was it
has to be secular, no discrimination, no religion or caste should influence the lifestyle or
livelihood in order to be a developed country. So the design proposed by Corbusier was an
alien to everyone it recieved a huge amount of criticism on this and he reacted with that
statement. The vision formulated into a theme and broke all the stereotypes and still existing
as case study irrespective of it is a success or not the first which gave answers to almost all
the questions I had in my plate so this entire process was kept as a first point of reference
and the theme was evolved around it.

Z423: Can you explain the logo?

Advisor : It’s about the staircase. It’s about standing up to see a bigger picture. For example
to see everyone I have to step here. Not there from there. I can hardly see 4 rows. So it is an
open ended logo same as the theme.

Advisor : Okay since no one from member college is answering, so we can break for zero
hour.

*12:00 “Zero Hour”

Topic:

- Explanation of the brief.
- Feedbacks on the theme.

12:07
Vice President: now we move forward to the 62nd year vision.
President : This year while formulating the vision we kept in mind the previous 2 years
visions in consideration.
In one sentence, the vision for 62nd year is 'To increase the credibility of the association and
to create awareness with regard to architecture fraternity'



People are still using the terms "you are attending NASA". You can’t attend NASA. NASA
India is an association that has events that can be attended. Such as conventions, etc. In
ZCM also I noticed you guys use this language.
What do you think about the vision which is put in a broader sense?
We have listed down a few objectives under this vision. More objectives can be added with
your suggestions and feedback.
Objectives are, first to declutter and complete all the pending works. Such as Publications,
other Administration works, etc.
next objective, Bringing all fundamental proceedings of the association to an ideal timeline,
so as to understand if any delays are encountered and if something doesn’t work we can
forward, as a case study, to the future councils. So they don’t have to worry about the
trophies and basic proceedings and can use their resources to ideate other things.
Another objective is, To increase the quality of content published by the association. For
example, how many of you have seen the TPS and Indian arch given last year? You will find
that the content is very similar, this is completely unnecessary and a waste of resources.
Then, next, To keep a check and control on all the media and social media that is put by the
Association which directly reflects on the credibility of NASA India. The content that is
focused on in videos for conventions until now has been focused on the fun part
which reduces credibility and displays wrong intentions.
Next, was to keep all collaborations, members and old colleges associated with NASA up to
date about the happenings, milestones and achievements of the association. This lets
everyone aware of all the proceedings and changes the focus from the
convention.
Then, for awareness about architecture fraternity we wanted to initiate the inculcation of
design studies to schools and pre-university level. This we cannot do directly for
which we decided we will contact the COA and schools and see how to go about it.
Lastly, We wanted to research on statistics in architecture profession and education so we
can publish a publication to all firms and colleges from the association’s end so as to use
it as a resource and start a dialogue.
These objectives are limited as of now, Anyone has any doubts? Others can come forward
and give ideas.

Z221: Why do we constantly keep looking for more and more organizations? Why don’t we
select a few for some time and work with them.

President : You know we keep MoU’s with them which are maximum for 3 years. The terms
can change in that duration. For example LBC gets renewed every 3 years, but other
collaborations have a tenure of just a year for trial like ‘The Happy Llamas’.

Advisor : We renew it every 3 years so every 3 years we can rephrase the guidelines or
give a second thought about the collaboration itself.

------

Z403: I agree with your idea of talking to the schools and doing it.

Z406: It's not just about Architects but also about social work.

Z211: The vision that you have put forward to everyone, not just architecture students but
also others. Then why do we restrict our publications?



President : we have to give first preference to the students of Architecture. I would like to
know your intent. What would happen if we publish to the public?

Z211: I think the people should be well versed with the terms used.

President : Can you be more specific about the target audience?

Z211: We can show it to our parents etc.who don’t know much about NASA and think about
the convention only.

Vice President : there comes an economical factor which comes into the picture. It is
available at the website though. But the hard copies which are printed with the student’s
money and is inappropriate to print for large scale distribution of such sort out of the
association’s money.

Z403: We should be able to tell the outside people about it. If we try to bring top 10 ideas
and get it implemented on 1:1 scale at the site. Then people will come to know.

President : We are never stopping you to take forward the competitions from paper to site.
But with who’s money?

Z401: Last to last year we got recognized. If we are not capable of doing it, we could
approach the government, for government schemes.

President : First thing is that these schemes are at Zonal level, not possible at national
level as it might cater to only one region.
Also last FCM we passed a bill where we will create a social work trophy where hands on
work will be encouraged.

Z524: We have so much content. Why can’t we give it? We can give it to the concerned
authorities. We can try using the writing architecture entries.

President : We are doing publications for writing architecture where we demonstrated the
winning entries in graphics format which will be published in our magazines and also in
MATTER’s publication, who are the moderators for the Writing Architecture Trophy. We also
collaborated with them for the bi-annual conclave FRAME.

Advisor : Adding to him the FRAME conclave we collaborated this year is based on 60th
year Writing architecture trophy Brief and entries received related to Modern Heritage.

President : Any other inputs?

Z641: Even if we reach the common public they are not going to be benefited. What is the
point of reaching to them? The architecture students are the one who should get benefited.

President : We always give the first preference to the students but have to send it to the
general public also.

Secretary : Right now we have to share it with the general public to make them aware about
things an architect does. It’s very necessary in India to spread awareness.



Z401: There are many colleges that are not been able to reach the meetings and are able to
come only to the convention. It would be useful if minutes are given to them. The detailed
ones.

Vice President : We are trying to do that. We are contacting the previous councils and
taking their approval and trying to get the 58th, 59th, 60th and 61st year minutes and make it
available for you.

President : The HQ has figured out a new structure which Abid will explain to you later.

12:36

Z603: I think most of the architectural colleges are a part of the NASA. I don’t think the name
has to come. We can just say architecture students & they should understand.

President : We are not asking you to say NASA India is doing it. It is better if you do it as
students of architecture but we can publish it to reach out. Also there are 480 colleges
registered to CoA but 270 college with NASA India.

Z301: Like somebody said we can add publications on website we can add entries on
website that will solve your problem of people not visiting the website.

President : That is already being done.

Z421: The thing that everyone is considering NASA as convention, to overcome that we can
gather in one place other than convention.

Zonal President 5 : I would want to tell all the USecs that they are the bridge between
council and the units. It always works two ways. You have to work for both sides. It's been
happening you are working only from one side. This is where your role comes use this
convention as an opportunity like when you conduct workshops but after the convention
those are not being done. You just need to put forward these things to the general public. Let
them know. They don’t need to do it.
This is where we USecs need to come up.

Z315: The website can be used to create such awareness.

Vice President : In the website we can only put things that are licensed to us.

Z315: The online workshops.

Vice President : this time we collaborated with ACEDGE to conduct online workshops so
similar such initiatives are preferred.

12:51
*Observer College put forward an idea VP asked him to ask it in the zero hour.*
President : Fine then, I would conclude with what Dinesh was saying, that the unit
secretaries are also a part of the council and this vision is for the entire association including
all of you. saying this I would finish with this vision.



Vice President : We can adjourn the session and everyone can break for lunch.

President : Everyone has to be back by 2:10 or won’t get attendance.

Summary:
Morning session started with new mode of taking attendance. QR code in the id cards were
scanned to mark attendance. 61st year Annual reports were distributed to the units at the
beginning. Advisor explained his overview of 61st year. Units interpretation of the 62nd year
briefs were explained later advisor himself explained the intention behind such a brief and
the interpretation of the logo. Zero hour was opened to understand the overall interpretation
of the brief. Later President explained the 62nd year vision and how it aims to change the
overall impression about NASA India to the public and to make it more credible. Different
units voiced out to make the vision happen through different ways.

SESSION 2

14:24
Vice President : We will now begin with 61st year Audit.
Secretary : I'll now present the balance sheet of the 61st year.
So this is the excess of income over expenditure that we are not spending. Then there is
TDS, Tax
Deductive Service.
First I will start with accounts we have.
NASA, NIPC AND Sub account for online payment.
Then we have 2 FDs.
Then liabilities is something that we have given service but we did not pay.
We give the bills to the CA and he calculates how much money is to be reimbursed.
Here we have the liabilities of Ashwith, Salim, Abid, Yatharth. D Team and Vinod are
provisions of 60th year. D Team 61st year we missed the designing fees for 60th year ANDC
book which we paid later so it comes in this.
Then provisions are that we have not paid and not taken the services, which includes
accounting charges, audit fees, legal
professional charges, and prize money payable is that which we haven’t paid & if some
college doesn’t take it in 2 years we cancel it. This amount will be dissolved into our
accounts in the amendment year.

Then fixed assets.
It is the thing which an organization owns, that are fixed. For example, the computer is going
to be permanent so we don’t take its expense in a year and Its divided in 5 years. Only the
last bit of amortization amount was left after 60th year which has been completely cleared off
this time.
Then the current assets.
These are the closing account balances. Then the income is this. Then we have 2 TDS
because one is the 61st year that is paid. Then 62nd years TDS that we have to pay. Anyone
has any doubts? The only thing is liabilities and assets should match.



Z221: Why do we have FDs?

Secretary : we made FD 3 years back because it is kept for emergencies. NIPC FD is for
website.

Z221: When will it mature and where will it be used?

Vice President : The interest gets compounded with it annually. Basically the interest which
we receive is added to the FD automatically and the principal amount goes up for next year.

Advisor : 58th year the accounts got freezed due to legal issues so that time we did not
have any other backup to give seed money to FCM host colleges and caution deposits of
USec and UD were taken and given as caution deposit to the host college and later in ANC
Pre con the money was refunded to the Usec and UDs. And that year being amendment the
idea of FD was brought in and in case of any emergencies we break FD and use it.

Z221: We can use the corpus fund.

Secretary : The corpus fund is not what we have in the account. it’s the collection of past 7
to 8 years.

President : Anyone else has doubts?

Z423: What happens with the prize money not sent.

Advisor : It's not in the account directly it dissolves again in the amendment and then it
goes back to the respective account where it came from later calls will be taken for it is
utilisation in the amendment year

Secretary : If you are asking for year wise it is used for something else.

Z201: Why is it not in the account. These are just assets it is not in account- we are just
payable.

Z213: the HUDCO money it is not supposed to be paid with it. Should be in liabilities rather
than assets.

Vice President : it is received from HUDCO so it is on right side. but it’s given out under
prize money which is then added in the left side.

President : We will discuss expenditure and then if you guys would like we can come back
to this.
So expenditure for audit and accounting is something we are yet to pay.
Accounting charges Audit Fee is paid to the CA. ANC model & trophy is what's given to you
in the convention.
Then ANC panels were damaged in DC school of architecture it’s the repair cost.
Amortization website is what we pay in 5 years.

Vice President : I will explain the server cost. We pay it broken into 5 years, because it’s a
permanent asset. We would need to pay a huge amount of tax if we pay at one time,
therefore it is divided among 5 years.



Secretary : Then the transaction charges which the bank charges, around rs.1.18 or rs.2.36
are under bank charges. Conveyance expenses are expenses which are difficult to track,
like auto, metro, bus, etc. Then the event expenses: we give seed money to all hosting
colleges of eg. ANDC, FCM, Precon. Legal and professional charges are the ones we give
our liaison for legal proceedings like 12A, 80G.

Meeting expenses : the hotel charges & food for council at the time of meetings and the
juries before ANC.
Then packages and couriers. The couriers council members sent individually & the
publication couriers we send.

14:50
Then printing & stationery. The letterheads & certificates & stationery fees HQ. This also
includes the designing charges of whatever we publish.
Then prize money of 60th year that we paid.
Then repairs and maintenance expenses. The HQ computer repair works, etc.

Then the telephone expenses of the council members.

Then travelling expenses. The money paid for council members' flight travel and cab fare.
The website maintenance cost that what we pay the developers.
Then the income over expenditure was more this year because a little prize money was not
taken and we spent very less in publications.

Treasurer : So this audit is of both NASA & NIPC.

Secretary : Yes the audit is done for both the accounts.

Z401: What is the auditing fee and the accounting fee?

Secretary : Auditing is the fees for what the CA does. While accounting charges are the
charges what the accountant that works under the CA. takes separately.

Z521: Can you explain the travel expenditure that sums up 13 lakhs?

Secretary : It’s the travel cost of all the 14 council members, zonal conveners, HQ
volunteers, D-Team. If you consider the travel of so many people it's actually low.

Z520: In meeting expense also you include travel fees.

Secretary : No, in that only hostel and food expenses are added.

Z403: Printing and stationary comes over 15 lakhs. What does it consist of ?

Secretary : It includes printing of all letters and certificates. Moreover it includes the design
cost for all publications and the indian arch seed money.

Z403: Is it included in printing and stationary ?

Secretary : Yes



Z401: Still not clear why WGIC comes under promotional and not printing.

President : They gave us an area and a small stall where we put up banner of NASA India
and distributed brochures about the association. It was very beneficial for the association
and we gained a lot of new contacts for collaborations. It was not direct branding but due to
our collaboration with WGIC we got promotion.

Secretary : So the purpose of the expense is promotion so it comes here.

Z401: Can you elaborate the telephone charges?

Secretary : It is allotted for executive council Rs. 300/ month.
For the zonal council Rs. 150/ month.

Treasurer : We need to make international calls which cost a lot and we can't pay for it from
our own pockets, that’s why it comes here.

Z504 : What’s the use of excess of income over expenditure?

Vice President : this has basically come up due to less number of publications printed out.
This year we'll be publishing previously remaining publications as well. This year excess will
be majorly absorbed in that.

Treasurer : Any more questions regarding expenditure and audit?

Z111 : What’s the reason for not sharing this?

Vice President : The audit is meant for legal proceedings, it is not for publishing it to the
public. For the same reason we don't share it. But you're part of the association as much as
we are and by constitution to maintain transparency we discuss and present it to you. For
scrutinization and if there is any remedial measures to be taken, the GC can initiate those
actions so similar issues don’t arise.

Z211 : The constitution says the Article 25 point 3. All council members have to give the
summary to the has to be shared with EC and a copy to be given to unit.

Advisor : We can’t give this directly, you can request through mail & we'll give you a
summary.

15:13

Secretary : *presents 61st year HQ report*
Moving to reviews of 61st year from the USecs.
Any issues? Any suggestions ?

President : Okay so none of you have any doubt. So last year was perfect?

Z301: Can we change the pattern of the ANDC jury? one table gets 50 entries per jury. They
get 50 entries which are good, he cannot choose all so some good entries goes off.



Advisor : They are not given any restrictions on how much they have to shortlist. They can
choose any number of entries they feel are good to go to the next round and another round
of scrutinization will happen if there are more number of entries that are supposed to be.

Z404: We were told we can get last year’s jury’s report but didn't get a reply.

Secretary : Your ZP will give you in this meeting.

Z214: When LIK was digitized we were initially against it, but later realized got a good
amount of time on analysis.

President : Thank you.
15:24

Advisor : Anymore reviews of the 61st year ?

Z109: In the convention the students who had come did not get any certificates. We should
give them a certificate as an acknowledgement.

Advisor : We got the feedback we will give acknowledgement letters on NASA letterhead
as an acknowledgement.

President : Another thing, how many colleges came for WGIC? Many zone 5 and zone 6
colleges were a part of it. Can we have a feedback on that? Was the collaboration good for
NASA?

Z520: Initially we got to hear about it from our dean before NASA collaborated. The
delegation fee was high.
Their students who went on to say it was really good. The workshops were nice.

President : Okay, related to the context, was it understandable for an architecture student?
I heard it was not good for students.

Z520: No the architects were really good.

Secretary : then we will move to association. Any association on has 3 basic things.
1. Aim

Our goals are bridging the gap between students and professionals and voicing out
the opinions of the student community. We have been trying to fulfil the first goal with
conventions and initiatives like the internship forum but we have been under doing the
second goal towards which the vision of this year is also oriented.

2. Admin
Every college has students who are members of NASA.
They elect a representative who becomes a member of the GC which includes USec, UD,
EC, ZC

Then the HQ,



- Any association needs to have headquarters to function to have a place to store all
the documents, a CA. and legal advisor at a fixed place and a bank account which
cannot be shifted every year.

- We have SPA Delhi as the HQ.
- There were several questions raised to why only SPA Delhi is the HQ.

Any college interested to become the National Headquarters?

Advisor : Did u get the question? you can have the secretary and treasurer from your
college being a HQ host?

Secretary : You guys have to think about the process of shifting the HQ but it is possible.

Z102: What is the Criteria to have a HQ?

Secretary : Most important criteria is it should be a government college. *reads Constitution
Article 9*

Advisor : Guys anyone has any other doubts about HQ ?

I will also add SPA Delhi got the title of Institute of National importance so it is also a
privilege to have a HQ in such an institution

President : They also have the largest architectural library in India, which is open to all.

Z111: Who all are always present at the HQ?

Secretary : The secretary, treasurer, treasurer designee and the HOD.

Z111: What happens to the documents after digitalization? are they still there ?

Treasurer : If you are talking about the documents they have been digitized & uploaded on
drive.

Z104: The ANDC sheet two parties have the copyrights, the college itself and NASA. Then
why do they keep it ?

President : The host college don’t put it with their name they can exhibit it as NASA India
ANDC entries. It is an added benefit for the college to host ANDC, and a resource for the
students to learn from.

Vice President : As a courtesy for hosting ANDC and putting in funds beyond the seed
money for juror’s arrangements,etc we allow them the sheets to exhibit for the students
viewing after prior ec permission

Advisor : They can exhibit it with prior permission . and if they violate anything, strict
actions will be taken against them.

Z104: Why is there no publication for Zonal Convention sheets .



Vice President : In regard to the publications, the zonal briefs are organised by the zonal
level the thing is done by host college but annual level the EC takes care of the host college
usually with approvals by EC but there is no certain check or pattern to judge if the quality of
work would be of what level. Also NASA is an annual body and we don’t necessarily don't
wish to divide India or the association into zones it is done just for administrative purposes
and extend our outreach. These issues would usually not arrive at annual levels because
they are standard activities and are administered by ECZC. Though zonal entries could be
put in zonal magazine or zonal convention publication.

Secretary : Another thing I want to talk about is selection process for TD. We first select
from first year and select 8-10 people by interviews. Then we promote them for 2nd year
volunteers. Then out of these the 4-5 people that work for the whole year are allowed to
stand for the post of TD. There is a proper procedure for everything. The nominee first fills
the election form which all other council members fill, there is an election within their batch,
and 2-3 rounds of interviews

Secretary : Here are the legal documents.

Society registration.

KVQA certificate.

Trademark of logo.

ISBN codes, we applied this year also but got rejected. Then we have logo registered then
we have ISBN.

Vice President : Previously we used to get our ISBN codes through a liaison which has its
own issues and costs comparatively so this year we tried through online process. But since
NIPC is not registered as a separate entity as a publishing house, rather it is part of the
NASA and we are not certified. So the remark we got was to apply as a publisher since
NASA India is an organisation and not an individual. We will now be talking to a legal advisor
with what shall be done to stabilize this for future

Secretary : Anyone else has any idea of the legal documents can help us getting the ISBN
codes?

Vice President : Another thing we are trying to get is the copyright for the publishing.

Z111: Will the copyright be only for NASA or will it be with the students as well ?

Vice President : It's a fine line between the curated trophy book compiled and entry sheets.
The sheets are a shared copyright between college and NASA which you can use for
portfolios but nobody can directly picked up from the book pages. A disclaimer is put upfront
saying that the book is made from the content which is a shared copyright with NASA India
and respective organisations

Z111: Does the design team



Vice President : No they don’t have the copyrights. We sign a MOU with whoever is
designing that they have no rights whatsoever over those entries.

Secretary : We will move to recording the minutes which in the last 2 years has been a
problem. But from now on we can get the approval on that day and will give it to GC the next
day.

This year we are trying to get the format changed as follows.

- Agenda
- Agenda points covered
- Minutes of every session
- Summary of each session

Z520: Not a suggestion. can we get the last 2 years minutes by tonight.

Secretary : No, we have to get approval.

Z520: Then what’s the use?

Secretary : We will give 60th years’ minutes by tonight.

Z520: Sorry 61st years’ we need.

Secretary : We will give it .

President : Do you have any repercussions for the HQ if they don’t give it. They are saying
they will give today’s minutes by tomorrow. So no repercussions on HQ and council
members if minutes are not given?

Z111: Like ZCM, we got a summary immediately. That helps a lot.

Advisor : What do you want ? summary, minutes or a report ?

Z111: Summary

President : The summary is only written after the minutes are. It has to be checked by
everyone.

Vice President : What happens is the minutes are typed and they need to be verified by the
EC. Then it is to be given it to you. Are they even important and be released?

So no repercussions.

Z501: The TD should not be given reimbursement for that trip.

Advisor : It's not just on TD, it's with the whole council. Taking actions on TD alone is unfair.
The problem comes in different levels. The HQ has to give minutes to the EC & ZC then the
council has to verify if the minutes are not proper or not given the council cannot verify it and
it delays further after months the council members also do not exactly remember what they



exactly spoke so it becomes difficult for the council members again and minutes will end up
having a lot of errors then recovering it will be not possible.

if at all any repercussions has to be implemented it should be on 2 levels one on HQ then on
council members if they are not verifying and validating within the stipulated timeline.

President : ZPs can involve themselves in this conversation.

Zonal president 2 : Before that can we ask how many will actually read the minutes ? can
you raise hands?

*very few raise their hands*

President : The others why are you even here? are the colleges imposing it on you to
attend this meet?

Can anyone explain why are you guys here?

Z524: The basic idea of FCM is that everyone has their own idea and we are here to making
new rules & etc. so we need minutes to refer to anytime in the future.

Z501: Also its very important for Usecs & UDs to explain the unit what is happening in the
association.

Z421: In general it is a review of the year and see if we have made any mistakes. We have a
record and can use it.

Vice President : whoever is part of the governing body of NASA India please raise your
hand.

*half of GC raise their hand majority of which hesitated*

Can anyone tell who is the governing body?

Z401: All the general council and EC.

Z501: It's all the three EC, ZC & GC.

Vice President : What’s the main role of GC? Its to govern. It has been very weak since the
last 2 years. The EC has ended up governing the association.

This is a very wrong power which the general council has lost the check. Its a humble
request to please start governing. 12 or 14 people can’t run the association.

Especially all the UDs, kindly read all the minutes as and when we release it. when you
come to amendment year FCM make sure you know what to do.

Any repercussions for the HQ & council regarding minutes.

Z401: Can we get some time ?



President : You can do in the Zero hour.

Z158: What are the possible repercussions?

President : You can suggest anything from holding reimbursement to impeachment.

Treasurer : Then council member, travel comes to 13 lakhs. We are trying to reduce the
expenditure. We are asking for travel by bus and train .

The meetings

ECZC 1 30,000

ECZC 2 50,000.

Then the HQ 1 lakh

Then the publication.

Publication – 30 lakhs.

We Usually 17 it comes around 14-15 lakh but this time we are doing last 3 years. We have
given 30 lakhs this time. Designing – D team we pay per page & E team we pay according to
the video. The courier etc we pay 30,000 for the publication courier.

The whole total comes to 1 cr.

Z153: Can you explain the bulk sms.

Vice President : The sms we send to our usec comes under this. So our last subscription
got exhausted in December last year. We were looking into finding a way to retrieve the
expired credits with some cost. If that doesn't happen we will renew the subscription by next
month.

Z111: The sub fee we pay for each academic year but the 5th years aren’t active, then why
do they have to pay?

Treasurer : It's totally up to the unit. If they are a part of NASA the unit pays.

Z111: Then why does it depend on the number of students of the unit.

Advisor : If I am going to fix per college then it won't be fair.

Secretary : The college with less students how is it fair for them. Also the college with more
students they are using the resources more.

Z609: Could you please brief why is 1 lakh spent on HQ?

Treasurer : The repair work printing & scanning, etc.

Z609: But that’s under others things also.



Treasurer : That’s in audit, this is budget. Don’t get confused.

Z133: We have seen both the credits and expenditure than how is Griha prize money done.

President : It is given directly from Griha, does not come to us.

Z501: Can you brief on the D-team & E team and why is the designing criteria in the budget
twice.

Vice President : In legal form they come under that but under expenditure we do it
separately. Designing can be done by anybody and not just d team.

Z406: Can you break down the 30 lakhs for publications.

Vice President : This is just for 400 copies. We are trying to get sponsors for more copies.
Z104: Can you explain the server.

Vice President : Falconite is our server craftsmen. It’s a group of all the people we pay to.
We pay for all G Suite IDs. I think currently that is 120 per ID. Then the server is hosted in
Singapore. Falconite maintains the same.

Z104: Do you have any backup on the server in the HQ ?

Vice President : We are working on that this year.

Treasurer : Any more questions ?
Okay let's move on.

Secretary : I’ll be announcing the defaulters list of 60th and 61st year attendance defaulters,
colleges which didn’t attend ANC, and 60th and 61st year subscription fee defaulters.
*Secretary announces the list of defaulters*

Vice President : Right now we’ll take a tea break. Anyone yet to receive the publications
use this hour.

Summary:

Secretary presented the 61st year audit. The balance sheet was presented and 61st years
expenditures and incomes were explained. Later secretary explained the working of
headquarters. The new format change proposed for the minutes were explained.

SESSION 3

06:05pm

President : We will start with meeting. I would like to introduce 62nd year ANDC
co-ordinator Ms. Shivani Ahuja.



ANDC: I hope everybody liked this year’s brief I can’t elaborate on the brief but I like to say
to you people to interact with rurals and make it communicable. I wish you all the best.
Happy ANDC.

Secretary : The process of selecting ANDC brief had us talking about vision from the
beginning. So, as we young architects like to work in urban areas rather than rural, such
areas have no idea about the architecture and that is an issue we wanted to take up this
year. So, let's start with your queries about ANDC. So, start with feedback of ANDC’s 62nd
brief. 

Z501: It’s a very good brief by which we know about the rural background.

ANDC: Thank you.

Z129: For the video part there, what is meant by the animation video, is it the NASA logo?

President : The animation mentioned is already given on the website. It includes the
embark logo animation and NASA India logo.

Z133: It’s written in brief we need to submit video and sheets so what is the weightage and
criteria of them?

President : The moderator and jurors will decide it on the day of the jury, but both will have
same weightage. Criteria will not be disclosed.

Z133: Trophy is shortlisted over the basis of the video?

Advisor : Both of them have the same weightage.

Z211: The deadline is given as 9th, is it online or offline?

President : It’s for both.

Z303: If anyone is doing hand work what should be in the video?

Advisor : The entire submission will have a weightage, it’s up to you to make a video or
not.

Z315: Do we have to submit video offline?

President : Only upload online.

Treasurer You should rename the video before uploading.

Z304: When will the offline submission start? 

President : Around 1 week before.

Zonal President 5 : One more instruction, we always ask for editable format but we get .jpg.
We ask for it, because in publication, we can arrange in any way we want.



Vice President : This was started in 59th year, till last year we gave some time to send
after result. But this time if entry is not with editable it will be considered incomplete.

Advisor : Kindly note, in FCM no content related queries will be answered. Even if they are,
they are not valid. Ask questions on the FAQ section.

President : Also you won’t get doubts cleared which are related to understanding the brief
etc in FAQs.

Advisor : Also I will come back to the video query. The video has marks, if they are not
submitted then you don’t get that marks for that

Z333: When will we get our ANDC codes?

President : After sorting out defaulters list.

Z303: About video part, what exactly I need to put in video.

President : Read the brief you will get to know.

Z401: Some of us have problems with letterheads and college stamps for the registration
form.

President : It’s compulsory.

Z401: But we can put only college stamp.

President : Okay, it’s fine with college stamp for the ANDC registration form.

Vice President : 12 seconds in starting of video we need to put the NASA animation.

President : It is available on the website, just put before the video.
---

President : We will do our research on that.

Zonal President 3 : Why did you have such a brief Shivani?

ANDC: So, first of all, the theme says ‘Embark’, so thought that people won't understand
their rurals and what actually they do so I want them to know.

Zonal President 6 : No 3D projections should be done on sheets.

Z153: Size of the video.

Vice President : We will mention it soon.

Z153: Sometimes in network error so the thing we uploaded i.e. little part only gets
submitted.



Vice President : whatever specific issue you may have email us and we will try to solve it in
buffer time.

Z111: Where we need to put the ANDC code in the video.

Vice President : We put before everything.

Z111: If there is any scaling error and improper print of logo? 
---

Z104: What should be the size of the editable file? 

President : We will collect it in ANC, so whatever the size it is okay, will transfer from USB
or hard disk.

Z305: Do we require to mention college code and HOD sign?

President : Required thing is NASA logo and unique registration code. College identity is
strictly prohibited.

Secretary : The college identity shouldn't be revealed in the video. There will be direct
disqualifications if the video shows college board, identity cards, college uniforms, etc.

Zonal president 2 : No empty sheet would be allowed in the submission make sure of it.

Z640: Do hand rendered sheets carry more weightage?

President : No.
Z423: Do we need to submit .pdf or editable?

Vice President : Online,in this you need to submit .pdf.

Z104: How can we submit hand done sheets?

President : Scan the sheets and send them in pdf format.

Z129: I was asking that Juror on what criteria they decide that it is resettled habitat.

President : Ask it on site (FAQ).

Z304: Can you repeat the time duration? 

Z211: What if the ANDC form was not on letterhead and submitted online.

Z310: Same issue. Mailed to VP didn’t revert back.

President : Observer college query should be asked by member college as their own query.

Secretary : So observer college should pass their queries to the ZP’s and member college
can ask your query as their query.



Z406: If we give 5 entries and submit only 4, do we have negative marking?

President : Good question, let me explain the process. First day of jury there are 2 lists that
are prepared one is the ANC qualification and the other is the first shortlisting. For ANC
qualification the highest marked entry of each college is considered and top 100 to 110
colleges are selected. The other is the shortlisting which happens to individual entries.
In case of registering for more and submitting less negative marking will be imposed on the
ANC qualification and not on the individual entries. Therefore, if an entry is shortlisted it will
proceed to the next round but college might not get into ANC qualified colleges.
Another thing 40% is decided on day 1 marking and entries will be in that list based on basic
content with respect to the brief. Usually if no negative marking is done then the entry will be
in 40% criteria.

So, there will be negative marking on ANC qualification, if fewer entries are submitted
compared to number registered.

ANDC: Make sure that your sheets are packed properly because host college is not
responsible for it.

Z401: If the entry is damaged can we resubmit? 

President : If it is too damaged while inspecting, which is evident to host college, we will
inform you if the submission reaches us well before time. So, make sure everyone sends
through a good courier service that is present nationwide.
For new colleges, you can also participate and we will give you college codes after the
session. How many new colleges are willing to participate in ANDC? 

*few Usecs raise hand*

07:00

ANDC: I would like to thank the EC for providing us a chance to submit brief.

Treasurer Colleges which came for ANC bid, are you ready?

07:17

President : We proceed with agenda, settle down! Do you guys know what NSC is?
NSC is National Strategic Committee which involves the Unit Secretaries and designees
directly into the fundamental workings of the association. We will follow last year’s format
with an addition that the in the second session different committees will mix to share their
understanding of their respective NSC. And discuss drawbacks, etc of the association.

07:26

Vice President : Moving on to ANC bids. Colleges with ANC bids come to the stage.



President : Z124, Z244 
They both submitted confirmation for ANC bids.

Z124 presenting ANC bid 

19:40

Z124: Any queries? Explanation of budget. Delegation fee is 5500.

Public Relation : With what reference you prepared this budget?

Z124: So my USec gave this as she couldn’t attend this because of some family emergency.

Public Relation : Necessary things are missing.

President : Did you take any reference? Many heads are missing and not much can be
questioned. 

Advisor : If I am able to question anything so can you answer my questions? Talk to your
USec and get clarified all your doubts and then come up with your presentation.

Z244: Bidding for ANC.

20:17

Treasurer Go to the budget.

President : This is to inform that the entire EC with ZP2 went to RBSA for inspection and
we asked them to change few things which they were supposed to do.

Z111: You told us about domes, is it temporary or permanent?

Z244: Temporary

Z111: The seminars you talked about, where do you conduct them?

Z244: So we have open area beside the convention stage.

Z111: Seminars cant take place in ground

Z111: The speakers which you showed in presentation, will they come?

Z244: We are approaching them, we will talk to EC about this.

President : What exactly ‘Entrail’ is?



Z244: it is a concept for the event.

Advisor : I think you are not audible to the back people. What is the purpose of this
concept?

President : This will directly clash with the theme of the year, and end up having two
themes. If you said themes like go green etc we would have understood as they are event
related.

Advisor : Purpose of Entrail as another theme.

Z244: It’s just a concept.

Zonal president 2 : If you want to share something then share it, but not as a theme
because we already have a theme

Zonal President 3 : Many of the colleges can’t say that this dates are okay with them and
they can’t say exact dates.

Zonal president 2 : So many colleges can’t come because they may have exams or study
tours.

Z304: We can't come during this period

Z158: What are the arrangements for green rooms.

President : So, in the inspection they explained the same and they were asked to make
changes.
*Discussion about campus and accommodation.*
There is a hostel right in the middle of the convention campus which comprises of girls from
other departments.Their circulation is through the convention which is not acceptable. You
were asked to change this.

 08:40

President : (to unit secretaries) You guys are okay with it?

Advisor : Other department’s people of the host college will be a part of our ANC

Z211: Where is the entry for the girls entry? Do we need to go through their way?

Z244: Yes

Advisor : Is the management okay with this? *no answer*

President : That’s the reason we are asking you a letter from management.

Advisor : Any one has any problem with this? Because alone we can’t take the decision.



Z211: Can you explain the circulation?

Z244: Discussion (presentation explanation)

Z111: You told us about the boys and girls, so is it so that boys will roam around after 7:30
also?

Z244: We will talk with management about this.

Z111: So what about the workshops which are shown outside, what about the security?

Z310: So, it will not be comfortable for both the entities and you know how conventions go
on and we can’t have free movement.

Zonal President 3 : Can you explain about the circulation because many are unclear about
it?

Z214: Behind the ground area where the temporary dome for boys accommodation is, don’t
you think the all boys can get ill because of mosquitoes?

Z244: We will work on it.

Z211: Can girls accom capacity be increased?

Z244: Only 500 girls can accommodate there.

Z158: What's the number of boys in your university

Z244: Around 5000+
Zonal president 2 : In the school area what are you planning? Like is it for girls?

Z244: Around 500 in school.

Zonal president 2 : Is it?
Z211: The in-house boys accommodation in that building like ground floor where the work
gets done so girls will be coming there so is there any possibility of any issue?
*no answer*
---

Z609: You said there will be 4000 students and you said for girls and boys the curfew is 7:30

Z244: Boys can’t circulate in this area during 5 days there are barricades.

Z301: What arrangements do you have if boys are not comfortable with dome?

Z244: Planning on other building but cannot be possible anymore as no buildings left.

Zonal president 1 : What is the security for boys in dome?



Z244: There are partitions in dome like they can lock them. And also there are help desks
and CCTvs.

Zonal President 3 : What about the trunks which are carried brought by colleges it needs
more space?

Z244: We will work on it.

Zonal President 4 : Map discussion on the position and orientation of the buildings with
accommodation.

President : What kind of domes are they?

Zonal President 3 : If you are accommodating 500 girls in school, where will other girls stay,
any other place?

Z244: We have to work on that.

Z116: You are talking that there are 5000 students who will be a part of the convention.
---

Zonal President 3 : If you provide nearly 50 volunteers to control 5000 people it is seriously
impossible.

Zonal President 5 : So if we think the 500 girls are staying in school and 600 in physio
where does indoor workshops.

Zonal President 4 : Apart from this studios do you have other seminar halls?

Z244: Yes

Public Relation : The whole circulation is totally messed up. Kindly work on it again.

President : So I think we need to move. How far is the guest accom from college?

Z244: 23km.

President : There is no point in pointing them out again because we already spoke to them.
Are you guys sleeping? Be active and ask your questions!

Z111: We aren’t satisfied with the issues pointed out by the EC. Rectify your issues if you
want to host.

Z403: How is the boys accommodation layout? How many colleges are in one room?

Z301: What are the security measures for Gsen and Reubens sheets.

Z244:  So there is only one entry, so I think it is safe because it is covered all around.

Z521:  for us to approve it is important for you to show us the plans and structure.



Z520:  Proximity for boys to use their washrooms is not feasible.

Z244: It’s around 200 mts. In distance.

Z520: Regarding paneling area, where will be the stickering area? What’s the scene of it?

Z244: It will be the same as paneling area.
---

Zonal President 4 : you are talking about dome, how rigid it will be?

Z244: The walls of the domes are strong enough!

Summary:

The session started with Trophy discussion. The concerns not properly scanned sheets were
raised by the EC. Voting for dropping the G-sen workshop was passed. Introduction of
trophy design competition was passed by the GC. Amendment of the constitution for
applying for 12 80G and registered under society’s Act was mentioned.

SESSION 4

10:42 pm

Z313: We all agree on the fact that 1500 boys and girls for accommodation. We need a
week.

Vice President : since the inspection was done one week earlier you people have done
very less changes in it.

Z244: we can’t assure you anything without talking to the management committee.

President : you said your director was out of station, so give us a date when you will let us
know.

Z244: we will let you know in 2 weeks’ time.

President : is he audible ?

GC: No.

Vice President : when we had come for inspection we had told you plans are not enough
and photographs would also be needed.

Vice President : We also asked you to use both sides of the panel.



Z244: the panel is so thin that we can’t use both sides of the panel.

President : how many panels do you have ?

Z244: 120 ( President : NASA will provide you with panels)

Z211: one side paneling is fine if the distance is 2.8 m

President : but 2.8m can’t work for a dead end.
Is everyone clear about what this slide is showing? yes or no?

520: semi-circular is the plastic seating and the rectangle behind that is the permanent
seating?

Z244: yes, that's why we have arranged in that direction.

Z158: did you designate a place for green rooms?

Z244: no

Z158: participants need to change their costumes. So where are you people providing them
this space?

Z244: we didn’t plan yet.

Secretary : so how did you do it for zonal NASA?

Z244: Architecture block studious were used.

Treasurer : what are the changes you made ?

President : We had asked you to keep 10 lakhs separate for jurors and moderators. It was
the main thing and you didn’t work on it.

Advisor : and from where did you take the reference because we ourselves didn’t look into
the audit. So please tell us from where did you take the reference? And I asked you to
change things in the inspection and let us know your reference.

Z244: I took it from SJB reference sheet.

Advisor : and we also told during the inspection to change the accommodation but you
didn’t. what is the point if you want to show what you want?.

President : I don’t want to suggest anything, because whatever we have told before only
has not been changed. There doesn’t seem to be a point in telling changes.

Advisor : what is the budget we asked you to put for the workshops? We had asked you to
put it as 10 lakhs but you didn’t put it for the workshops. We had asked you to put it as 10
lakhs but you did not change and are showing us the same 6 lakhs.

Z310: can you explain the hospitality changes ?



Z244: like things we need to give for.

Z310: not about budget but you said about the on spot games. Where you are going to
arrange them in convention area.

Z244: space behind the stage.

Vice President : we also said trophies are part of the association budget, you shouldn’t add
in yours.

Z244: This refers to momentos to felicitate the dignitaries.

President : does someone want to question from the GC?

Z307: elaborate the jurors flight expenses.

Z244: How many jurors are coming and how many days will they stay.

Advisor : and how did you put 15 jurors?

Z301: so you said that 30 jurors will attend but you mentioned only 15 would be staying.

Z244: because few may leave.

Z620: where is the faculty staying ?
Z244: in college hostel itself.

Z620: then why did you mention about travelling charges for 5 days, why is it required.

Z307: sofa 3 seater is it required such a large number like 40?

Z244: yes for ANC it is.

Public Relation : why did you mention different costs for domes.

Z520 : there is no point in discussing this because EC has already said you people for
changes which you didn’t, so no point in discussing.

Public Relation : people at the back wake up !!!!!!

President : any clarifications regarding this ? I feel that there are no changes in it after
inspection so can someone from GC concise whatever was discussed regarding the
presentation and conclude it.

Z310: accommodation circulation is not solved and you didn’t have answers for our
questions.

Zonal president 2 : Since everyone is talking about faults in this. So GC you come up with
the solution.



Z520: As Parshva was requesting, we can't suggest solutions because we didn’t visit the
campus so please make sure next time you come up with better pictures and better plans.

Vice President : There seems to be no effect of the inspection. 6 council members went to
their college, association’s money was put into it, we talked to faculty the students went
throughout to suggest changes so that they can present an elaborate presentation but
almost the same presentation has been presented again.

Z504: You said you want time for two weeks so you better give us alternatives

Advisor : Adding up to Simar we spending the association money we gave lots of inputs in
1st inspection itself and the fundamentals and principles are totally wrong to host the ANC

President : There are not many bodies which can give suggestions, which is why we went
for the inspection and already told them our inputs.

Advisor : I’m not giving any new ideas new ideas because we are repeating the same
things what we gave in inspection.

Z244: We need 2 weeks of time

Advisor : Also, be sure that propose what is existing and don’t give us any promises on
new things that will be created or built. So you need to tell us an exact date by tomorrow.

President : So we conclude this here.

11: 45

Vice President : Zero hour

11:50
*After zero hour*

Vice President : ZP-1 Will now present Zonal report

Secretary : what are you learning from these stats?

Zonal president 1 : pre-con attendance was less because of exams and we will try to cover
up this year

Secretary : So you need to add that in your presentation and explain it to the whole GC. As
of now, it's not very useful for them. Are all ZP’s report is in the same way? Then revise it,
improve it and explain it to us tomorrow.

President : So its better that you suggest about your zone and analyze it.

Vice President: We will begin it from tomorrow at 10am.



Summary:
It started off with ANDC coordinator introducing herself and a very small gist of the intention

of the brief. In detail the general instructions and trophy guidelines were explained.
The importance of editable files while accepting a submission was explained.

Later ANC bids were presented by Z124 AND Z244. Bids weren’t awarded to both the units
since it was unsatisfactory.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENTS OF ARCHITECTURE, INDIA

FIRST COUNCIL MEET

DAY 2

SESSION 1

11:25

Vice President : Now ZP-6 Vivek Manoj is going to present us their Annual Zonal Report.



Zonal President 6 :  Good morning everyone. I’m Vivek Manoj, I’m gonna present you Zonal
report of 61st year.
*Presentation* 

11:45

President : Conclude this with your feedback about your vision

Zonal President 6 : We will try to mitigate previous year problems. We will try to start again

and also we will show more participation as we are not aware of what exactly is happening in

the association. We will try to start again.

President : Why is this happening? Like why there is less participation?

Zonal President 6 : Our zone presents sheets in ZNC but not in ANC cause they come to
ANC for fun. So I’ll make sure that won’t repeat again this year I’ll guide them as how Abu
guided me. 

President : What’s the ratio of participation in trophies?

Zonal President 6 : 36 out of 45 participated.

President : So, it’s almost 3/4th of participation. What happened guys?

Z643:  Issue is that everyone is aware about Indian Arch publication, few of them are not

aware about how to participate in Indian Arch. So, this year we approach him (ZP6) and try

to participate and show better participation.

President : Read mails and even this year's ZP will guide you and also put some
efforts.

Secretary :  Why you presented year wise? It must be college wise.

Zonal President 6 :  Answer him Zone 6.

President :  We are here to help you out so tell us your reasons.

Zonal President 6 :  Answer him guys they are here to help us.

Z640: Our college management wants account details so that we can pay you directly.

Treasurer : You mail us and we will provide them.



Secretary : 3 years before NEFT was changed and even multiple payment methods is an
issue for treasurer to track them.

Zonal President 6 : Thanks to host colleges and Abu. Guys let’s make this year successful.

12:04

Vice President : ZP4 will be now be presenting the Zonal Report.

Zonal President 4 : *Presentation*

12:20

Secretary : Feedback and suggestions from GC.

Zonal president 2 : You people have been improving a lot which is a good part and all
the best.

Secretary : Communication gap as you mentioned and Yatharth also helped you
people, what if it repeats?

Zonal President 4 : They were added to the group after PreCon which was very late and it
is neither ours and for situation if it happens again I’ll take the initiative and inform a bit
before.

Secretary : I accept it was added late, that is the general problem.

Vice President : What about other initiatives? Because attendance in other trophies are
very less. So, talk to them and try to solve it and improve your participation.

Secretary : Reason behind no new colleges added?

Zonal President 4 : Last year due to some doc error 1 college went back. Last year there
was no support and no guidance.

Secretary : For basic analysis this is very good.

President : Ritik is saying that he will bring out Zone 4 from comfort zone. Is it okay with
you?

Zone 4: Yes!!

Z401: Issues with Ex-USecs as they didn’t explain anything about trophies.



Z421: It’s just subjective thing and we have issues and we are solving them ourselves. So
we will look into it.

Z403: The guidelines say USec needs to be UD. 

Vice President : UD is appointed by the college we will try to communicate and try to
help it out.

Z423: It’s up to the college because they are thinking that their role is for a year and it’s
better to inform them that his role is for 2 years so that they will choose better.

Secretary : There are no questions and suggestions from other zones?

12:34

Vice President : ZP5 will be now be presenting the Zonal Report.

Zonal President 5 : *Presentation.*

Zonal President 5 : So, why only Banglore colleges are attending Laurie Baker.

Z501: Due to some issues in our colleges.

Z506: Last year we didn’t get any info about Laurie Baker. It’s our USec’s mistake.

Z505: We attended it.

Zonal President 5 : As Kerala is very nearby to our zone so try to attend it with more
number of colleges.

12:50

Zonal President 5 : Presentation: (presents the 62nd year vision.)

Zonal President 5 : Anyone has anything to add? I am open to suggestions and questions.

Z641: A general reminder not all USecs are aware about the instagram page. There are
many updates on that.

Public Relations : We get many complaints saying USec is not giving updates. So USecs
please follow instagram, facebook and Youtube channel for more awareness.

Z423: Can you explain the trophy distribution



Zonal President 5 : There are different trophies. On stage events we take entries before
and release the shortlisted entries only those are allowed to present on stage. Then Design-I
and Design-II is by the college, also college trophy is by host college. But it keeps changing.
In 60th year it was parade then 61st year it was Mascot design.

Z511: I think last year one of the things is like in ZNC we are having more co-curricular
activities than academic related trophies so we need to restrict.

Zonal President 5 : Yes you are correct we will discuss and reduce trophies.

Secretary : In process of collection of subscription fees what does others mean?

Zonal President 6 : Colleges in our zone will directly collect money from 1st year from
parent our USec and UDs explain this to parents and collect.

Z201: We split money among 1st year and 2nd year

Z521: Like what you said I agree to it about reducing the number of trophies so as to
increase their concentration on Design so how can you say this could happen?

Zonal President 6 : So at least if we stress on this point and start pushing and
encouraging this will actually improve.

Z524: Like which you showed the number of trophies by removing this it won’t be much

effective on design. Like in our case, like one of our members like to do videography than

architecture so it becomes a platform for them.

Advisor : I’ll explain you see when a particular college works only for mandatory trophies
obviously the quality of work increases if they won’t participate for miscellaneous.
So, I say that miscellaneous trophies can be conducted as workshops.

ANDC:  As Usecs we want to improve our quality sheets and work. I think we need to talk
with other Usecs, also interact and help each other like zone 2 has more number of trophies.

Z611: NASA funds including subscription fee. People are collecting some NASA funds and I
think a person needs to be appointed who looks after this, because they are using this
money in another cases.

Zonal President 5 : See the thing is your HOD must be careful and strong enough in taking
this type of decisions.

Zonal President 6 : This funds have been used for school programs, so i think a treasurer
for each college need to be appointed.



President : It’s up to your college. You people need to talk to your students about this and
stop it. Until something comes to us we can’t do anything.

Zonal President 5 : Advice for all others, see when I talk to HOD and faculty they clearly
have no idea about NASA and when I start explaining they will get excited. And when you
people come here for meetings,why don't you go back and talk about the things that
happened in the meetings and it hardly takes 30 mins to explain it to them.

Z611: Faculty plays a major role in NASA, see like when the ZCM and ZNC happens in a
particular zone if we accompany the faculty of non-membership colleges, and attend the
meeting, they have a better idea about NASA.

Zonal President 5 : Simarjeet had an idea about FCM meeting and have been working on
it.
----

Vice President : ZP3 will be now be presenting the Zonal Report.

1:30

Zonal President 3 : *Presentation*

1:49

Z611: You mentioned that you have taken action against the colleges who didn’t pay

subscription. Explain.

Zonal President 3 : Like if the colleges won’t pay for 2 years they will be a part of observer

and still they won’t pay, they will be a new college member.

Vice President : We will discuss about it on day 3 she said.

Secretary : What did you learn from Usec gender ratio. Is the reason that girls are not
interested?

Vice President : How are you going to tackle it?

Zonal President 3 : It's not about only males can handle all the work in the association,

even females can face it and solve it.



Z611: Usec should give and look after next Ud’s. It’s not about the gender thing, like in our
college we share google form for the students on why they want to become the UD?

President : Your duty is to select a proper person who can handle this and not be gender
biased.

Z211: So we would suggest that this pie chart is fine and it’s better if you show the
breakdown of subscription fee.

Zonal President 3 : This just shows the problems we are facing like due to shut down of
colleges, some of the colleges have UD and USec from the same batch.

Vice President : These are subjective issues.

-----

Vice President : ZP2 will be now be presenting the Zonal Report.

2:04

Zonal president 2 : *Presentation*
2:26

Z611:I would really like to know proceedings of Zone 2 about NASA day.

Zonal president 2 : As zone 2, we decided for planting trees on NASA day and colleges of
different regions may also come together and do this.

Z519: You said about mud walls and toilets. Was it really done?

Zonal president 2 : Yes we took the delegates to a nearby village and we worked on it 1:1
scale.

Vice President : What about gender ratio in UD?

Zonal president 2 : We already discussed about this in ZCM and many of them have
selected their UD’s after ZCM.

Treasurer : So, in your zone the UDs won't be the next Usecs and UDs will be elected at the
last moment.



Zonal president 2 : In our zone it goes like HOD selects the Ud based on their stats.

Z211: After ZCM , we tried to talk to HOD about UD’s cause coming year is amendment year
so he/she needs to know everything, so we will try to elect UDs before pre-con.

Zonal president 2 : We are planning a zonal Pre-con.

Z211: We will try to talk to HOD and work on it.

Vice President : There are 4 colleges who didn’t get their UDs. Are there any suggestions
from GC?

Z211: The UDs are elected by students in their own colleges but in our college even HOD
and faculty also gets involved in this election, so it takes time.

Vice President : And UD is not only responsible for that particular unit, but also for the
association.

Z421: After zonal convention, we will check whether the UD elected or not and also we will
ask them to select on the basis of capabilities of work but not on the basis of designing,
participation e.t.c.

Vice President : If you keep on questioning your UD’s they will become strong Usec and
can work better in association. This is what I want to replace.

President : We are saying it again and again that don't select UD on the basis of number of
participations in trophies and basis of his own design work.

Zonal President 5 : Before putting all these points all across be sure with your base. It is
this time that the USecs should give to the association. Keeping their responsibilities up and
helping their UDs. So as we are student body and also try to make USecs strong.

Zonal president 2 : UDs are elected and he/she attends FCM and after this if she got
changed in between what happens?

President : We will talk about it in the next session. 

02:48

Vice President : We will start with zone 1 zonal report

Zonal president 1 : *Presentation*



Z150: Not everyone is able to come for ANC so on NASA day we try to explain students
about NASA and what exactly NASA day is.

Zonal president 1 : So I’m thinking for an exhibition for this NASA day.

Zonal president 2 : In last FCM you people voted for LIK digitalisation but your progress
was not up to the mark in participation.

Z111: Since brief came late students really didn’t have time to go for documentation.

Zonal president 1: My zone has a maximum of 1 month to work on trophies
due to exams.

Zonal President 5 : Your delegation fees are less compared to other zones.
How is it possible?

Zonal president 1 : So we have sponsorships. We get about 4-5lakhs from
scholarships.

Advisor : I had been to ZNC of Zone 1. They are doing it very well like their zone colleges

are not backing out. So they are getting proper money and making it profitable and using

leftover money for next ZNC.

Summary:

GC voted for the submission of delegation number for ANC by the end of the day. This was

done to get a rough estimate of the delegation fee and considering the limitations of the host

college.

The notion for introducing college of the year ranking based on Reubens results was passed

by all zones except zone 2. Reubens was considered because all colleges do not attempt all

trophies.

Campus tour happened at the end of the session.

SESSION 2

4:40



Public Relations : Are you guys clear about the NSIC form. Even UDs have to fill it.

Treasurer : We will start with pending proceedings of the 61st year NASA reports.

Treasurer : 61st ANC presentation will be given by the host college treasurer as the
Convener is absent.

Secretary : The convener sent us a mail 4 days ago saying that he has an interview for his
internship due to which he would not be able to attend the FCM and present the Audit. We
accept it. And the host college treasurer will proceed with it.

Host College Treasurer: First of all I would like to convey the message on behalf of the
convener, apologies for his absence. And thank you all for making 61st ANC successful.
The presentation today will explain about the expenditure details.
(Expenditure details)
They quoted : Rs. 2,03,13,069
Expenditure: Rs. 1,99,00,000

Zonal President 4 : Can we directly move on to the audit?

Host College Treasurer : We didn’t make an audit as we have a budget issues and we
faced huge budget differences because of USecs and the number of delegates who gave
money was not as expected total amount.

President : How are you saying the number 2760?

Host CollegeTreasurer : We have excel sheets.

President : Excel sheets won’t work because you are the signatories here.

Advisor : We are asking you to show the evidence for 2760. We are not asking about
action.

Host College Treasurer : We have forms to show.

Advisor : And you people said on day 0 the number of delegates were 3400 and next day it
was 3200 and on the 3rd day it was 2790. Also you people need to give the number to Abid
and Abid should give it to us.

Host College Treasurer : On day 0 we even had a meeting and we showed it to you.

Advisor : My question is did he give a report to Abid?

Host College Treasurer : No



Advisor : So it's also important for you to give the report to Treasurer. Because Treasurer
needs to check every day and he will let us know and the thing is this is like pre cons. Even I
can make this or a person who is present in ANC will make it and show. But I need an audit
and you people said that Audit is not completed and you asked Abid to come.

President : You people didn’t ask us and didn’t make audit.

Advisor : Issue is that you did not inform prior. When you people called 2 days ago and said
account is to be closed and you told me to come to Bangalore to close the account. We said
we wanted you to come and show it, I mean if we give you sign it gets settled and we can
close.

Secretary : And also convener didn’t not tell me about this huge amount of loss like he said
it is around 50,000 and will settle it.

Host College Treasurer : It would be our zero loss if 3500 delegates had come.

Advisor : Technically we want an Audit stating that you people had faced loss in it.

Host College Treasurer : Institution had cleared 11 lakhs and we are thinking about how to
clear the rest and from where.

President : Even we don’t know how to proceed with it.

Advisor : See we didn’t sign an annexure with any college but with you people we did it and
you people said that you would pay or bear the money up to 27 lakhs. Now you people are
not ready to pay even half of it .

Z320: In this income details you didn’t showed SJB contributions.

Host College Treasurer : I didn’t present the final sheet yet.

Z216: You are talking about delegation fee and penalty money.

Host College Treasurer : We didn’t collect proper penalty from the college.

Secretary : Can you show something by which this meeting gets concluded.

Z611: Maintenance should be paid by college right ?

Host College Treasurer : College people already paid the things they mentioned and they
are not ready to pay for this.



Secretary : Guys let’s not drag this. Show us something or else it would be a permanent
due.

Secretary : Moving on to membership presentation come on to the stage and submit your
respective document.

*Snack break*

SESSION 3

6:02

Secretary : We will start with the membership bids. First we will have Z114

Z114: *presenting the bid*

6:13

Secretary : You’ll be having 10 minutes to present your presentation and next college be
ready with your files

Zonal President 4 : Please bring your files in pendrive as we are running short of time

Z164: *presenting the bid* (6:22 to 6:31)

Z223: *presenting the bid* (6:33 to 6:43)

Z241: *presenting the bid* (6:45 to 6:51)

Z224: *presenting the bid* (6:52 to 6:58)

Z432: *presenting the bid* (7:01 to 7:10)

Z231: *presenting the bid* (7:11 to 7:21)

Z529: *presenting the bid* (7:23 to 7:29)

8:05

President : Winners of ANDC come up on dias and collect your prize money
And also 61st year LIK trophy winners



President : 61st year Reubens winners come up to the dias to collect your prize money

Secretary : We will continue with the bids

Z336: *presenting the bid* (8:25 to 8:32)

Z532: *presenting the bid* (8:33 to 8:40)

Z533: *presenting the bid* (8:41 to 8:46)

Z535: *presenting the bid* (8:54 to 9:08)

Z644: *presenting the bid* (9:10 to 9:17)

Z649: *presenting the bid* (9:19 to 9:25)

Z663: *presenting the bid* (9:26 to 9:32)

Z673: *presenting the bid* (9:33 to 9:38)

SESSION 4

11:49

Secretary : We have decided the colleges which are going to be a part of NASA
So as mentioned in the constitution we can select only 25% so we have selected 5 among
18 colleges this year

Secretary : So the selected colleges are
Z432,Z673,Z336,Z535,Z231

President : So for membership the growth of college is judged the infrastructure is not
judged here

President : I like to clarify one thing the membership college will submit the audit to HQ by
20th July They provided only the first sheet of audit which is not enough.

President : Let us now proceed with trophies. Starting with group-A trophies. Let us start
with Reubens. The intent of Reubens trophy is to judge the growth of the college and the



philosophy of the college and students. For a long time 150 sheets and reports are accepted
as the submission. Anyone has any queries?
Okay we will get on to the extensive jury process. There are 10 jurors.
Annual NASA Design Competition is the qualifying trophy. It is a very dynamic trophy.
Anyone has any queries? We discussed this yesterday.
Also it is mandatory to upload the soft copy before time, only then will the college be allowed
to pin up their sheets at the convention. This was implemented last year. Anyone has any
doubt? There is still time.

Z304: Why are 3D projections not allowed?

President : How will you put 150 sheets then?

Z304:Can there be 3D projections on the front sheets?

President : It is sheets nothing can be done on it

Z520: Previous syllabus guidelines 4th year had thesis till last year and in present guidelines
5th year has thesis so this time we don’t have a thesis.What we need to put in panel 2
,should we put up only ud sheets?

President : Zone 6 also have the same issue, curriculum will justify it. This was the whole
point of syllabus introduction
I hope you all are aware that Since last year copy of your syllabus is asked to be kept during
the submission

Z315: In soft copy document 1 is to be panel one and document 2 is to be panel 2?

President : Yes, 80-70 sheets in panel 1 and in panel 2 you can pin up to 70 sheets
And in panel 1 you should pin up 1st 2nd and 3rd-year sheets and in panel 2 you need to pin
up 4th and 5th year sheets

Z307: Since we don’t have our first-year batch hence we do not have any sheets of 1st year
so on what criteria will the panel be judged

President : Why Is there no 1st batch?

Z307: Due to college issue

President : It is judged whatever is put up on panels

Z305: As reubens sheet number is specific to 150 is thesis report number also limited

President : It is mentioned in the brief



Z216: If I put a gateway sheet will the backing sheet considered as 2nd sheet

Advisor : It is considered as 1 sheet if it is pinned up properly and if its get separated then it
will be considered as 2 sheets

President : If while lifting if its splits then its is considered as 2 sheets.
min 2 reports for 3rd and 3 for 5th and 3 of your choice can be added

Z312: Hiding names is compulsory ? Even in thesis report?

Advisor : No it is original college work it should be represented as it is

President: Photography of paneled sheets is allowed

Z519: Syllabus has changed. 1st to 3rd year has new syllabus and remained the same for 4th

and 5th, do we need to submit both the copies I mean old and new

President: Yes staple them together and present together
Prize money for Reubens is 3 lakhs and for ANDC its 1 lakh it will be divided among the
winners
GSEN

President : The PRize money for Gsen is 3 lakhs and LIK is 1 lakh which would be divided
among the winners.
President : It is a very old trophy and its history is really old. It was supposed to be a
documentation trophy. For the last 2 years the briefs have been following hyperbolic and
hyper-resilient theme. This year also hyper series will be followed in the brief. The brief is
being handled by the UPC

President : Any clarity on intent in last year’s brief?

President : Let’s talk about the feedback from the jurors. Jurors are very disappointed with
the quality of work. The jurors are disappointed, that it is very clear that very less time is
spent on this trophy. It appears to be last minute work. They can make out from the work
itself. The brief is released early. The release being late cannot be an issue. The college
participating please let us know why the sheets and work are not up to the mark? Show of
hands for the colleges doing the trophy
*some hands raised*

Z423: Last year was the 1st time. Hence, we had very little knowledge and no reference. The
students involved and attended the workshop on it and have understood how to go about it.

President : As a vision this year, the briefs are going to be released earliest. How Many
have read the brief of last year’s trophy?



Secretary : The brief was about taking a hypothetical situation.

Vice President : There are agglomerations. The cities which have a population of more than
1 million are already failing in utilities. Take a hypothetical situation of an influx of 1 million
and design. Which would not only be useful for people living there but also for the influx. It
has to be hyper resilient.

Z501: Gsen was most interesting brief and involves a lot of knowledge and most of the
seniors are involved. Since seniors went for a foreign trip and only a few attempted, hence,
the problem.

Z423: Only 2nd and 3rd year people attempted the trophy. No seniors were there and hence
there was no guidance.

Vice President : GSen is briefed for higher order thinking. Any year can be involved. Hence
it is released early so the lower semester students can understand it and go attempt it. Last
year a few colleges were continuously working on it for the entire year and have at least got
shortlisted. The Gsen brief cannot be dealt in a short period of time and it is diverse in its
nature and needs to be scheduled properly.

Secretary : Is it a problem that the briefs take longer to crack and hence are not being
attempted and people are leaving it?

Public Relations : Why haven’t all the units read the brief? Only a few colleges.

Z423: Cracking the brief is difficult for a junior. Faculty is not available after college hours.
The students are working for the academics and hence we cannot find them and cracking
the brief takes a lot of time.

Z103: It is subjected from year to year’s brief. Last years was straightforward. Even 3rd year
cracked and later design needed help with seniors.

Z158: Many interpretations can be made and only if you are in the right direction that
happens faster. Since we discuss with a lot of people it takes time.

President : You can involve your mentors and faculty in the 1st stage itself right?

Z158: 3rd and 2nd years are involved full time. Seniors are involved only for stages. Hence
not a lot of time can be given.

President : So we have asked the moderator to give an orientation video to give this year
would that help?

Z518: Please elaborate.



President : As an orientation video how to tackle an urban context in certain way. Not with
respect to the brief. Would you like to give any suggestions on how to do it?

Z301: The main work starts after the exam. Then it is circulated and main work starts. Any
concrete base?

President : What concrete?

Z301: For example hyper-resilient cities if the juror can explain with an example.

President : Orientation video will not be about the brief but overall view about the urban
context. What do you guys want in it? Give suggestions.

Z103: while we crack the brief it isn’t sure what way to follow. Sometimes it is practical or
conceptual. We had a conceptual way but when we saw others they had practical approach.
If the juror gives a hint of what kind of design he is expecting maybe it would help.

President : No. The brief will be out in a way it needs cracking.

Z508: In the end the direction we choose what way to do it. Any key words that could help.

Advisor : Main idea is to have an open ended brief with a practical or hypothetical situation.
Being used in other trophies as well. Totally up to you guys. We are not going to restrict you
all. We would be Releasing trophy books which has a variety of entries. Idea is to keep it
open ended.

President : Vision is taken as an inspiration from the theme.

Z103: Any urban ideas that can be utilized in the designing. That could be explained in the
video?

President : Last 2 years was hyperbolic and hyper-resilient. UPC conducted workshops in 6
zones regarding the urban context which was not about the brief. But the workshops didn’t
work. Disappointing that 70% has not read the brief. As Usec you have to read all the mails
that come to you in the email.

Advisor : I was also a part of the EC for the last 2 years and was in Gsen jury process. It is
tough because jurors are unhappy and criticize. We put pressure on UPC and get the briefs
out early in order to improve the quality of work. The writer of the brief is an eminent person
and it looks like it’s just a week’s work. They were unhappy that the brief is taken 6 months
prior but the work is not up to the mark. What is the reason what do we tell them?

Advisor : If that is the case we can release the brief 2 or 3 months prior only.



Z133: We didn’t do it last year but attended the juror remarks. Most of the students go to
Google and do cliche stuff. The brief is quite complex and students get discouraged. Can it
be simpler and hence the students will crack it and take it up?

Advisor : This will reflect on the quality. If it’s a straightforward brief then everyone here will
do it simple. Hence it is to filter the creative colleges all across the nation.

Z133: Because it is quite a lot of open end hence it is difficult.

President : Students go to Google because they do it at the last minute. The brief requires a
lot of thinking and needs a lot of work during the design process.
Kind request to all the Usec to read the brief so it might turn out good and give the students
of your college an idea.
The least Usec can do it is to expose to the students.

Z518: As she said we do start from the cliché part. For orientation a specific material can be
given to give some kind of links. That can give examples. We have to go through a lot of hit
n run trials. If in the beginning it can help.

Advisor : If we give you help then the moderator might guide you to the type of design. We
don’t want that and we want a creative type of a design. We don’t want to restrict.

Z518: There should be a very beginning stage and should be such that there should be
particular types of results they are expecting and hence it helps us at the same time shoes
not restrict us.

President : Your understanding is wrong. All the types of designs can be correct.
practical designs n conceptual designs both r there.
There are references as well in the brief. Also Nari Gandhi has the reference points. It has
examples and books as reference points.
Basic fundamentals of the association is to make the students learn. Hence this is a learning
process to hit and run.

Z401: Request from zone 4. This year trying to increase the participation. Can you brief
about all this trophies and newer ideas to tell how to approach the trophy? Since it is the first
time we are attempting it

Vice President : Last year’s ANC post jury discussions will be put up online.

Z423: The shortlisted entries that are being uploaded. Please upload the brief as well.

Vice President : It is there. There is a button of briefs and faqs
Shall we proceed?

President : We shall move on.



For group B 2 lakhs per trophy to be split among the winners of every trophy.
We will move on with nari Gandhi. Initial intent was to document and analyse buildings of
Nari Gandhi. And when it got saturated so shifted to his philosophy. Later to an open ended.
And Later cost culture and climate was introduced in the brief. How many are aware of the
call taken on Nari Gandhi
How many of you attempt Nari gandhi ?
Call was: let’s start with documenting works of BV doshi and Indian architects. They all are
already documented very well. Hence ruled out. Even at college level they document it.
The intent was changed to follow in the lines of Nari Gandhi.
So we found a moderator and then extensive conversations with him. And he suggested
modern heritage. Issue is limit of years and it is passed by Indian government only if it is 60
years or less. Less than 60 years and India has very limited buildings. If you have read the
brief last year three key words were provided in the brief.
Any feedback on the last years brief ?
How many have attended regularly?
If someone could tell how the change was?

Z333: Since it is analytical trophy and helps the 2 and 3 year students hence it should
continue this way.
All trophies are analytical
Nari gandhi is analytical about social and cultural. So it helps.

President: Zone 2 someone wanted to speak?

Z210: The modification was a new way and hence it was nice. Want to say it is an analysis
trophy and the scale should not have been to the; level it was asked. More emphasis was
left on the analysis and since documentation was large most of the time was lost in
documentation.

President: That’s what happened last year, analytical part was saturated and hence it was
changed so that there would be documentation.
Since I was handling nari gandhi last year and hence we changed it since analytical cannot
be done without documenting and hence the moderator suggested it. We spoke to 10 to 15
people after we thought of changing it .

Advisor : It's still given us a dead end and we are not clear on how to proceed. We are open
for suggestions and what can be done about this.

Z211: Whatever was tried last year and if you think it wasn’t satisfied we can repeat and try
this year because it wasn’t bad at all,

President: Not a problem with the quality but we don’t know where to go from here? We are
not very clear since no option. Gsen is urban, lik is heritage. Hence no option left for what to
do with nari gandhi.



Z133: We attempted last year the theme was about post-independence building analysis
and documenting. It was similar to old nari gandhi theme. Documenting it and analysis was
interesting like LIK. It gives a time oriented part of the building like post-independence which
is good and it can be carried on. It was quite informative to the students.

President: We are trying to explain the problem we are facing on a practical basis. Any
building which was there when nari was alive, this is going to be repetitive. And other
organizations have already documented it. Hence we do not know what to do

Z210: Various isms in architecture which have come over the time due to various influences.
Gives an example of the kind of work it is affected by. This can be thought of.

President: This was already taken into account by we don’t see so many hypothetical
situations in this case. There is only analysis which is stuck around nari gandhi trophy. We
are still stretching the concept of this trophy cause this trophy is already there. Let us set up
something that is concrete and can be served as a resource.

Z611: Why not have a trophy with the intent of vernacular architecture.

President : It was supposed to be vernacular itself.

Z313: Talks about nari gandhi was initially about works of nari gandhi and hence why not
take other Indian architects.

President : The other Indian architects have already been documented properly

Z521: What exactly is the intent for the ec to go behind a content which is saturated already?
Instead why not go to some new concept and new trophy?

Z111: Can we do something of the local building study and studying certain elements that
can be applied in today’s scenario?

President: If you go through the cost culture and climate it is exactly what you are saying.
Nari gandhi was basically in the south and middle and for client with good money.
When we changed the trophy the buildings being documented are very different and also
has material which was used in the last 3 years and hence it does have modern context

Z521: Since we have strained out everything in the last few years’ not take a chance like we
took with embark and see what it has to offer

Z111: If we want to dissolve it then we should find a replacement.

President : Why replace it? First think about his trophy and think if we need to dissolve it.

Z111: If we dissolve it the number of trophies will change.



……..

Z406: Why can’t we collaborate LIK and NG since both have documenting and analysis?

Advisor : This happened last year. A tinge of analysis was there in last year’s brief. Hence
to avoid it we want suggestions.
What is everyone’s opinions on what he suggested?

Z641: We would support him. We can go for the voting if no one has an obstruction.

Secretary : We first need to understand what the repercussions are of dissolving it .,

Z133: Since Nari Gandhi was on site. And ANDC brief last to last year was also on site. Why
not make NG a hands on trophy? Like ANDC since it had a very good intent.

President : Doesn’t that work on the same lines of social work trophy?

Advisor : Were you there last year fcm ?

Z133: No I am the acting Usec.

President : If we change NG to hands on it will be same

Z333: Can’t we discuss about architect that have to study buildings of architects doing
vernacular

Advisor : Could you suggest a name? There is only one more. Lauri baker.

Z214: In the brief we can have a formulated problem that can be solved.

Advisor : How long will this type of brief survive? It was already followed in last year’s brief.

Z211: What she meant was not the site on which Nari Gandhi built.
It need not be his site. It can be anything that follows this concept.

Advisor : The concept saturated very quickly. And it is only in the south and owned by big
people they didn’t allow to document it at all.

President : Are you suggesting to take an empty plot?

Z210: No no. We are trying to say we have been analysis the works of Nari Gandhi and we
are trying to capitalize the process the architect has been following.

Advisor : Is there a building involved or not ?



Z210: No no. the design problem will be given. We will work and it maybe.

Z405: Instead of dissolving the trophy can you resolve the restrictions ?

President : People are documenting all over India. Hence if we remove the restrictions it will
go in any part of the nation.
Guys we are open to suggestions.

Z521: We do understand why they want to hold on to the legacy, but can we look at the
bigger picture and since there are so many newer ideas why not utilize them and go for a
new trophy?

Z520: This discussion is not going anywhere and no inputs.

Z521: Any supporting statements from people.

Z313: I think we can agree with the fact that since the trophy has come to course we can go
ahead with dissolving it.

Z116: The best thing is to dissolve it. It will save some resources for the association.

Z101: Line just mentioned the intent of every trophy is to generate some resources. It is not
the case here and hence dissolve.

Z320: If it involves analysis and since it is over. Can we start designing on the concepts of
Nari Gandhi ?

Z518: If we are concentrating on analysis and we cannot go forward be any kind of fusion
and making it another form like design is completely deviating its course then there is no
point of doing it .

Advisor : It was in group B since it was analyzing. If we take design it won't be group B
You can't change the trophies and nari Gandhi is purely analysis.

Z423: the previous year only the change was there. This year the theme is embark let's give
it another year since we don’t Have a concrete solution and hence I give it another year.

Advisor : That is not the intent and we do not want to do this. We spoke to 10 moderators
and now it has come to a dead end.
We kept squashing it since you wanted it last year. Now we have run out of ideas and we
cannot keep doing this. It will be a failure cause of various reasons and no concrete brief
ideas,

Z333: I think we should try for one more year.



President : Council and the moderators have already thought about it for last 5 years n
somehow trying to make the briefs. We are trying to figure out what can be done with the
trophy.

Zonal President 5 : Every trophy which is being formulate in NASA India. We find new
intent and the trophy is built on it. Similarly Nari Gandhi is also built on it. But the moderator
are also finding it very difficult to justify the intent. If you want a new brief it has to come with
an intent and had to be a different trophy which can be put in the right category. Since 5
years they are trying to fit the changes in the same intent.

Secretary : No point of doing that and if we want to take it forward we need concrete ideas.

Z111: The question is also saturated as we are not heading to the end of this discussion and
why are we discussing about them?

Advisor : We are not finishing it cause half of the people are not interested and if we
decided we can't go back. We want an opinion from every zone. And hence it is not ending.

Z158: If we entirely decide to dissolve it and then we need to have a new idea, give us time
till tomorrow

Zonal President 6 : Observer colleges if you need a zero hour you can say it. We can go for
a zero hour.

Z401: We need a final call if we are going on reducing the trophies in a category or how will
it be ?

Secretary : If everyone’s opinion is not given we cannot go for a decision.

President : Should we open for a zero hour ?
Zone 1? *Yes*
Zone 2? *Yes*
Zone 3? *Yes*
Zone 4? *Yes*
Zone 5? *Yes*
Zone 6? *Yes*

Vice President : You can put forward your suggestions.
*Zero hour*

Advisor : Any suggestions anyone else wants to give ?

Z313: Can we have 5 minutes discussion in the zone?



President : Is that what all zones want? Okay we can have it for 5 minutes.
(AFTER A 10 MINUTE BREAK)

Z333: before we start voting will the mandatory trophies decrease and what will be the prize
money ?

President : In the current circumstances will be the same. The number of trophies will be
reduced and the prize money will remain constant and will be used for the new trophy.
Any suggestions

Z501: Unanimous with dissolving the trophy. Can we promote a group C trophy to a group B
trophy like landscape since it involves a lot of work.

Secretary : We will go to group C later on.

President : Are there no more suggestions? See guys we are ready to take up this
discussion in an extensive manner cause once it is decided we cannot go back to it. Hence
we are stressing again it will be taken collectively with the go. ZPs want to say anything ?
fine then we will close this and move to voting.
Do all the member colleges have id cards?
(show of hands)
Zone 1: pass
Zone 2: pass
Zone 3:pass
Zone 4:pass
Zone 5:pass
Zone 6:pass

Secretary : The notion to remove Nari Gandhi trophy from the association has been passed
by all the 6 zones.

President : We will move ahead to the HUDCO trophy. It is moderated by the HUDCO
organization and the prize money is also done by them , their theme is released after world
habitat day and doesn’t align with ours and it is based on housing. Also that’s the basic
theme intent of HUDCO.

Secretary : So last year the brief was vibrant riverfront. You had to select a river and design
housing around it. We are open to review and feedback for last years trophy since it was a
new thing. It was also in alignment with the theme of untraversed.

Z423: The theme for NASA was untraversed. Previous few years it was only housing and did
not match the NASA theme. Last year was good since it matched the NASA theme as well.



Vice President : Can someone please explain to us what is the difference between the
reports and the sheets for any trophy like HUDCO or LIK? I repeat the question. What is the
difference between the sheets and report we put in a4 form.

Z520: I might not be totally correct in report there is more of analysis and initial study and
design what is not put on the sheets in detail. Sheets is like the final outcome of your
analysis and design and whole process. You can correct me if I am wrong.

Vice President : Anybody else ? The reason we are asking this is that we have observed
that the sheets are done well and then just transfer it in the report, it is not really helping
much it has been observed by the jurors. Hence we are asking what is the content that is
being out.

Z423: LIK and HUDCO report is what we do on site not very sure though.

Vice President : other unit secretaries?

Z133: Reports are basically ,more details of the sheets. Should have more graphics. Sheets
are composed . which needs more details.

Z211: Statistics that cannot be put in the sheet, it comes in the report.

Vice President : It needs to be more extensive information. First make the report with what
you study, analyze. From that you make the sheets. For the jurors the report helps to see
what depth you have gone in to do the design. Is that clear?

President : Since we are asking about all the trophies please tell us how many are
participating in it.?
(Show of hands.)

President : HUDCO?

President : Allright should we move on if there are no suggestions regarding HUDCO? Are
you interested guys? Trophies are a very basic fundamental of the association.
Fine then we will proceed.

Secretary : No improvements can be done in HUDCO? Fine we will move on.

Secretary : Next is LIK. As you know it is documenting and analysis. Originally it was only
documenting. But the moderator thought without an analysis, documenting is of no point.
Hence any suggestions ?

Z210: I feel the changes added are very good and the trophy is quite stable



President : It is not just about changes but also about suggestions and like how last year’s
brief was about

Z634: Can we make the analysis more liberal. Since NG is removed.

President : We will talk to the moderator as a little more analysis can become more
tiresome.

Z634: Also the orientation videos part.

President : How ,many colleges attempted LIK trophy?*show of hand*
How many attempted for the first time last time ?*show of hand*
Again can you show how ,many attempted ? *show of hand*

Z423: I had a doubt. When I read about the brief I don’t understand the name LIK?

President : When Vastu Kala Foundation started this trophy BV Doshi liked LIK a lot and he
used to design a lot of Indian context buildings. When he was working with LIK and it was
like his vision as well.

Z103: Just a feedback. Last year involved documentation and analysis. We went to many
homes and people were reluctant to let us enter. Time was really less for them to put it in on
the sheet.

President : We know that since the MoU’s was signed very late. We are doing it faster this
year since we are already in touch with the moderator. How did you like it the last time ?

Z403: This year we have lesser number of colleges since it is software and had been
changed. Hence not attempting.

Secretary : Why can't the juniors be taught?

Z403: This is the first year. Eventually we will start teaching them.

President : As far as I see it since there was no time. We will see for another year.

Z504: The idea of digitizing was good and in my college more students came up since it had
more details.

Z103: One major reason why so many students worked in my unit on LIK was cause they
were hand rendered. And very few trophies that use such extensive hand work. Some other
submissions of soft copy but please retail hard physical copy.

President : What kind of render are you talking about?



Z103: Like stippling

President : Like what sketches and stuff?

Z103: We did make sketches.

President : What the intent of that ?

Z103: It was that a lot of problems came up while we were using pointed sheets like the
quality since we used hand rendering.

President : If you are talking about the intent of the trophy where the quality of sheets in not
being seen. Last year also sketches could be put up.

Z520: As far as I remember in the faqs it was asked if we could hand render and then scan
it.

President : The drawing for last year were supposed to be completely hand aided. What do
you guys think about the drawings being computer aided

President : Are you guys sleepy?

GC: yes

Z211: As you said as long as the intent is satisfied it doesn’t make much of a difference.

President : So how did your college students respond?

Z211: The students who were good at rendering their sketches were scanned and put up.
The people who are good at software’s came forward.

Z216: My college was not initially doing it because it was manual. It was years back that it
was they used to attempt this trophy but since it started last year again we stared.

Z214: Even we were against doing it since it was digitized cause it is done by 1st and 2nd

year. Initially it was very difficult since it involved trophies and it was good attempt since we
got more time to document it rather than rendering it.

President : We are reloading the trophy soon. With cad drawings does anyone have any
issues with that? How many of you attended the post jury discussion of LIK? Why so less? If
you were there many people there asked about doing it with hand and there were all reply. If
you still have anything we can talk about it.

Treasurer : See your feedback is important and if you don't give us the feedback the future
council will not know.



Z111: Can you finally tell the final process, what can be done if we want to add hand
sketches.

President : The drawings and all have to be computer aided with good precision and the
sketches and all can be scanned and composed in the sheets.

Z214: Comparing both the manual and digitalized it has its own importance. Manual was
difficult to get the printed type. Something we could not do in the printing which was better if
we did it manually.

Treasurer : So you say scaling and comprising was the only problem ?

Z214: scaling was not an issue but the line weights was a little difficult

President : You will catch up to this since you have done it once already;.

Public Relations : How many units are planning to do LIK ? *show of hands*

President :Any queries. Otherwise we will go for the zero hour. Any queries?

Z611: What feedback the moderators gave after they knew it was digitized .

President : They were actually very happy since they got to know people are concentrating
more on the actual work , they are very happy, they are handling LIK and they know the
differences between the presentation and documenting. He thinks analysis is important art
rather than documenting alone. The juror’s were very pleased with the work. The
documentation was completed in all aspects.

Z102: In the brief it was, mentioned that they greyscale was not allowed.the shortlisted
entries which were released, in that some entries had that issue.

Advisor : Drawings or diagrams ?Grey scale is for the cad drawings and not sketches,

Z401: If we are allowing hand rendered diagrams how are we stopping colleges from
spending a lot of time in the trophy.

President : That is not our intention to stop them at all. The jurors will judge on whatever is
done. The whole point was to concentrate on the documentation. The juror will realize if they
have done more analysis or presentation. On an overall the documentation has improved.

President : We will adjourn with the group B trophies.

Secretary : So should we conclude and start a zero hour?



President : Adjourn with group B trophy

Open zero hour for days proceedings

02:55

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENTS OF ARCHITECTURE, INDIA

FIRST COUNCIL MEET

DAY 3

SESSION 1

Group C trophy:

Vice President : Griha has been put in this group. How did you feel about the last years
process. The winner of griha trophy are called to the griha summit which takes place in
Indian Habitat Centre, Delhi, at the world sustainable development. This happens in Feb.
The winning entries get a session where they display it there and they get the prize money
and CEO of griha is there.
Did your delegates attend the summit ? Can you give us feedback

Z504: They were given the orientations by architect’s who were there .

Vice President : The colleges who attended it last year, what is your opinion about the
brief? How many of you attended Griha last year ? All of you were fine with the process how
it went ?

Z109: Last time Griha was submitted before other trophies and at the same time exams
were going on so it was difficult.

Vice President : This is what the jurors felt. From last few years we are trying to implement
griha in design. That’s why the brief was like that. The juror made it a point to see the design
and felt it was very bad from all the colleges. They just wanted to implement since they were
just doing it for qualifying. They felt people hadn’t put in enough effort.



Z116: Some issues of the submission deadline. 15 Dec. we had exams and soon after we
had our study tour scheduled. We didn’t get qualified last 2 years because of this.

President : The brief was released early. So you guys have to schedule how to plan for the
brief. Hence we release it early. You can work and keep it ready. This year we are releasing
it early and for exams you have to plan it properly. Please take note of this otherwise your
exams will clash with this. And then you will complain.

Vice President : We had enough deliberation as to when to do it according to the
submissions of the zones. Hence we couldn’t go through any it was not clear and hence we
are releasing it early to give a buffer time.

President : Any other suggestions ? Are all of you aware that griha was shifted to group c
last year ?

President : We will shift to writing architecture.

President : The intent of this is to take the journalism forward. Last year we had max entries
180 entries. The jurors were very happy since the students were expressing themselves in
their true sense. The brief was how is architecture working in today's world. How many
attempted ? We wanted to know how many did, and don’t want it to reduce.

Secretary : To put it in order of maximum entries, ANDC...Reuben ...Writing Architectures.

Z501: From our zone the ones who wanted to attempt and did practice from previous years
and this year was much easier hence good turn out.

Z109: this time the brief has a connect to the students. Attempted by 1st and 2nd year from
our college and they could connect since they have thought about it while getting in the
college hence they did well and spent more time.

Z301: There are a group of people who write for each and everyone and hence they come
up with 2 to 3 entries.

President : I would like to know, how many attempted it for the first time ?

Z301: Is this because of propagation or the brief ?

President : It is cause the usec propagated It well ?

Z611: propagation was the reason.

Z423: We didn’t submit due to exam. One delegate sent it and he found it interesting so it's
the brief.



President : Any other suggestions? alright let's move on.

President : We will go to MSL. It deals with landscape as the intent.

Public Relations : Last year was based on base land that is affected by some kind of
disaster or prone to any kind of disaster that has affected since a long time. Design using the
landscape how to rejuvenate incompletely. How many of you attempted the trophy last year?
Are all of you aware that it was a tabletop jury and is always tabletop jury.

Crowd: Yes

President : You have to give it a hard backing.

President : Are you all understanding what he is saying because all the usec have a doubt.
Since it is tabletop jury hence backing is needed.

Secretary : Please do not use thermocol. Did anyone attend?

Z307: Are 3d projections allowed? Last year there were some sheets

Secretary : It was specified last years. This year it will be specific.

Z423: It is written A1 sheets with 3D and 2D graphics

Secretary : Its graphics not projections.

Secretary : Move on to LBC. The intent is designing according to the climate and vernacular
design. And had to be cost effectiveness.

President : The brief last year was multi disaster shelter design. Hand rendering sheets for
this are encouraged. For LBC trophy.

Treasurer : How many attended it last year. Do you want to give any review?

Z423: We attempted it last year and after a really long time and we got shortlisted and it’s a
nice brief and we visited the site and we asked the problems and we worked well on it

President : We will move on to ID the intent is that a lot of institutes do not promote ID in
their curriculum and hence students can explore it here. Last year was very open brief and
feedback from the juror was that the time was spent in making the content of the model
rather than the model itself, ex: for designing the car, people spent more time in making the
road than the car itself.

Secretary : We got the brief from the moderator. This year’s brief will be formatted in 1 or 2
days. Or maybe we can release it today itself.



Public Relations : We will move on to UCP which is unknown craftsperson trophy which
gives the students about the crafts things not taught in the curriculum and they have to
document it . The one that are about to die. Any feedback on last years’ brief?

Zonal president 2 : Since last year we have kept restriction region wise. Hence it helped,
since there was no repetitive and it was easier for the students to take up nearby sites and
we should continue with this. And the trophy still has content and even if the craft is already
documented it can be done again. So it should go on.

Vice President : Repetition would be discouraged since we would be releasing the archive.
So those won’t be repeated. This jury is one of the most extensive jury and put in a lot of
work to see if the work is authentic. So the initial is by calling the craftsperson to check if the
students have done it.
Since last year late Nimish Patel passed away hence they checked the last 5 years juror and
found the closest person and further gave him the second choice. So they put in a lot of
effort. Hence we should work well and the book can be published.

Zonal president 2 : One instruction, the sheets that you scan should not have any
disturbances. The soft copy gets difficult to work on. The contact details should be correct
because that is the one criteria since we call them also for the convention and even check
whether the entry is valid or not.

Secretary : For any hand done sheets you have to get proper scan and not through cam
scan, scan should be at 300 quality .

Vice President : 1 lakh per trophy for group c trophies. Someone explain how the entire
money is split among the prize winner.

Z520: the citation gets doubled the amount of special mention. 50 for citation and 25 and 25

Secretary : Does anyone know how each trophy is grouped.

Z520: Is it based on the amount of work you put in? The time and quality everything comes
in.

President : It’s the scale of the trophy. If a new trophy is introduced then it is revised and
then it is put in group c and then it can pushed to group b if the scale can be increased.

Secretary : the SOTY trophy is about the presentation, work.

President : In Reuben the entire institute is seen, here one individual work is seen. It’s not
only academic excellence but also the way they present is judged. What do you guys think
about this trophy?



Z501: I have a question. Since it's only a student then why is the participation outside the
architecture not judged ?

President : I didn’t get you

Z501: *repeats*

President : The curriculum spends major time there, so one year of work is judged of a
student. Hence only architecture stuff is judged.

Z111: They syllabus query why is that not taken into consideration.

President : There are a lot of people doing only academic and hence we want to encourage
them as well. Hence this trophy.

Secretary : Another thing some jurors felt the name of the trophy doesn’t justify. Mostly it’s
related to academic excellence. 2nd round is about how they present themselves. They
SOTY doesn’t justify. Also cause to the movie people think its fashion or dance. We will put
it forward to the moderator in the mail. We are open to suggestions.

Z116: Since we thinking about changing the name why not academic excellence.

Secretary : we have put this in front of the moderator but she said it's more than just the
academic.

President : When we submit the portfolio it said to write about yourself and hence it’s about
yourself and not only design. That is a judging criteria.

Secretary : The name suggested by the moderator is ethos trophy.

Z520: The name doesn’t suggest the intent of the trophy and there is no need to change. It
is very clear.

Zonal President 5 : it doesn’t suggest about the trophy. Ethos has a meaning to it

Z423: It’s like a special trophy and not many know about it. Then the name should have the
intent.

President : We would not have considered ethos but does anyone know about it ?Ethos
means the spirit of something. The spirit of the student.

Z511: Could you exactly tell the reason why do you want to change it? Is it cause of the
movie ?



President : Moderator and juror felt it is misleading and it could be more broader. They
didn’t want to specify it.
When we go to the college and tell it is clear and no misconceptions.

Zonal president 2 : So its not only about the academic excellence but also to judge the
person.

Z634: ethos is an organization in itself and naming it this would be ,misleading again. Since
its NASA work.
Can't we say the same thing about HUDCO ?

President : What do you mean?

Z634: Its habitation design.

Secretary : The intent of the trophy is habitation design. If you are saying SOTY only they
understand then ethos also they will understand. Soty sound very unprofessional at one
level.

Z521: We understand ethos delivers the intent. It says it’s the spirit and individuality. Hence it
is good.

President : Ex. 59th or 60th year landscape was renamed since Mohamad Shahir was the
father of landscape in India.

Z403: Since we mentioned the intent should be clear what about budding architect trophy. It
provides incentive.

President : First of all it isn’t professional. Lot of students aren’t resenting architect.
But the academics is judged here.

Z520: Renaming it to ethos is cause we are collaborating it with them, later if you collaborate
with someone else then will it change ?

Secretary : The name will not changed. The collaborator is not suggesting it for no reason.
But it is aligning with the trophy.

Z520: What if someone other collaborator comes?

President : It's not from the collaborator but the juror and moderator who suggested it.

Z111: Intent is not solved because of the name ?

Secretary : Intent is not conveyed



Z111: Is it because of the name of the trophy ?

Vice President : The only thing we are trying to put forth is at student level is okay but in
your portfolio it will have a unique place at the NASA India trophies. Even at COA calls its
awards excellence in academics. We are still open to suggestions though. We will still put
forth your suggestions.

Z116: Since we are looking for a change of the name then why not name it after an Indian
architect

Advisor : It can all happen when you promote the trophy. When you push the trophy from
special trophies to group c or b you need to change the name.

Z116: Are we looking at a name for a shorter duration or what?

Advisor : If we name in some particular architect then there will be an issue that why not
other architects. Hence name it ethos because it is general and satisfy the whole intent . if
you have any other suggestions you can suggest it .

-----

Z423: Can there be a model for HUDCO. While doing this, they are still in 1st and 2nd year
and if its only design it gets difficult and only seniors are doing it so the juniors are left out.

President : What is the intent for HUDCO?

Z423: 1st year people should have some work. They are juniors and should be involved.

Advisor : So you let them be their, just because you want to involve them you want to add a
model. Doesn’t make sense at all. Is not logical.

Secretary : better solution is to make them understand anthropometry.

Advisor : Let them decide what they want to do. You don’t decide what they want to do.
Don’t change the entire trophy.

Z504: Since the compilation done is done by the student. Since each college has their own
work. What is the criteria to judge since they are all different. The complexity might differ
according to the syllabus. And if the syllabus is easy the student will involve themselves in
other things.

President : Curriculum is same. Syllabus might be different. The intent is to target the
academic oriented students. To give them a platform as well. Is the answer satisfactory? The
jurors know how to judge different patterns of syllabus as well.



President : So let's take a call on the name. It is in the special trophy and it doesn’t sound
professional, decided to change it not because of collaboration but because it served the
purpose. If no one has an issue then we can proceed with it. Shall we have voting.

Advisor : Want to clear a few things. Happened with NG. once it got saturated the name
doesn’t satisfy. If it remains SOTY you can't change the intent few days down the line. Ethos
is a general name and it can be changed added or magnified in the years to come. It won’t
be restricted.

President : Does anyone have anything to say anything before we proceed?

Z520: can we get 5 minutes time to discuss with the ZPs?

President : Why can you take a call for yourself. We have put forward all the points. As
Simar said SOTY is like at college level. And here we are giving 20 trophies so the name is
wrong. ZPs you wanted zonal round up ? We are still open for discussion. It was only
academic but the name doesn’t suggest. When he puts in the portfolio it gives a different
picture and when someone from outside the association sees it, name SOTY suggests a
different thing and we are giving out 20 of them. For now we have to take a call on that. Shall
we proceed? So the notion is a student of the year trophy will be renamed ethos and
reviewed later.
Zone 1: pass
Zone 2: pass
Zone 3: pass
Zone 4: pass
Zone 5: pass
Zone 6: pass

President : So for this year we will change it. Next year we will review it again.

Destech:

President : *explains about destech*

Secretary : With such a jury process there is always a scope for improvement. We need
suggestions from student. Which all participated ?

Z634: We had team working on destech. The day the mentor was guiding them and they
had conference calls and stuff. It felt more like a workshop. Everything was being mentored.
and not like a trophy.

President : So the mentor dais the idea of the students will be developed. Its not like a
workshop and at the end it is their work that is being out up. The mentors are only for
guidance.



President : The students should realize it is only guidance and take the decision in the end.

Z211: What is the intent and how to go about it.

President : After registration the email added of each team would be provided for the
moderator to get in touch. They will be allowed per hangout calls and then the guidance
start.

Z211: What is the intent?

President : To develop technological advancements.

Z401: can you elaborate the intent a little more.

Advisor : If you see the agenda when we release it you will know. Focuses on smart cities
and technologies that can be used for it. Like smart street movement and all. Not much in
India yet.

Advisor : The intent was to do with the technological advancement. Like in gsen trophies
there were not developments like latitudes and longitudes and stuff. So this will be more
exposure to exploring. For exams for designing of the maps. How there are different buttons
that will lead you to several things . Those will add a huge perspective in urban planning.
Hence this was added as a new trophy and down the line it can be useful majorly.

SESSION 2

07:42

President :  The DesTech brief is going to be released now. It will be distributed by the host

college. Make sure that each college collects only one copy.

07: 45

*Attendance*

President : Have all colleges got the brief? Is there any college left? Why there are empty
seats Zone 6?
Let us begin. I request ZC and ANDC trophy co-ordinator to release the DesTech brief.
How’s the NSC session
We’ll continue and start with publication?



What are the Annual publications of NASA India, can anyone say it?

Z409: It’s Indian Arch, TPS, etc
President : How many?

Vice President : The last TPS is 59th and 60th year and Indian Arch’19 is also last years.
How many of you have gone through it?

President : If all are not going through it, there is no point in publication.
Let’s discuss about Indian Arch.
TPS and Indian Arch are almost similar.
President : In first ECZC we decided but we want suggestions from your side. Now Lochan
will present it.
Public Relations : *presentation*

Public Relations : This is how we wanted to distribute it as Pre Annual or Quarter part as a
soft copy and we will.

Z520: You said it will be released twice or thrice.

---

Z420: If you are breaking it down into 4parts or 3parts, would it be informative?

President : Yes, it is. Better ideas than releasing it annually.

Z310: Dividing it in quarters is a good way. We can show this to our HOD and have a strong
base.

Vice President : As Lochan said it will be released in 3 volumes, i.e. during FCM or ZNC
and till PreCon and the final one at ANC.

Z111: In addition what you said it is better and also it would be better if we print them as
magazines in the final volume.

President : It will be in the form of a newsletter.

Vice President : The Council decided that we would write a paragraph about opinions and
suggestions after every meeting.

Z402: Is TPS related to architects?

Vice President : Not necessarily

Z402: It can be used as a brochure to publish NASA.



Vice President : Have you guys seen any newsletter and how you want it to be?

Z641: What is the intent behind TPS?

President : It was started long back and does not have any specific intention.

Advisor : To grasp intention we named it like ‘Rock-Paper-Scissors’ and we didn’t think
much about it, if we’d ask you guys we would receive 100s of names.

Z609: Newsletter to be circulated on different platforms. Can’t it be used to change the
perception about NASA. Not about the conventions but educational point of view.

President : Yes, that was the intention to exhibit apart from conventions. We believe it will
increase the credibility of the association.

----

President : Alright, let’s proceed.
Simar will now present the Collaborations.

Vice President : *Presentation*
---

08:46

Vice President : Any queries or suggestions?

Z111: You asked if it should be printed or online copy. If hard copy is printed, people will like
it, as they got something from NASA and we can keep it in our libraries.

Vice President : We already have a shortage of budget and we still need to print the 59th
and 60th year trophies and this time we have a good budget so we are thinking of it and
since we need around 1200 copies. Considering one copy for everybody as in one USec
copy along with one HOD’s copy and for architects we will require about 2000 copies. 1200
copies might cost around 15 to 16 lakhs. It will be better if we look for sponsorships or print
lesser number of copies. Taking quotations from different member and figure how
permutation combination works then figure how many copies to print. Lesser copies implies
lesser cost which will be under control. We can finalise one or two publications and
remaining circulated among us.

President : Moving on to the website.

Vice President : The basic outline of it is that it helps us with the various forms etc,



Vice President :  Internship forum *presentation*
Can you explain why it is not communicated to students? It was found by Ex-Council

Z401: I have an issue, if we view by location only one entry was seen. Like, only the first
entry was from Kolkata the other entries were from all over India.

President : It’s a technical issue.

Vice President : Moving on to the college ranking. It is mostly based on Reubens Trophy
as it reflects the growth of students from 1st year to 5th year. True portrayal of students
work. Then we try to mark the college on that. School students don’t know what NASA is.
How can we make them aware about college ranking? Can you suggest something?

Z401: May be by conducting exhibitions in school?
----

Secretary : Online registrations and submission there are no changes as of now. We will
share the details via mail if there are any changes. If it’s a drastic change we’ll provide a
manual or video for the sake of reference.

Z158: We can put up the college ranking at examination centers during NATA or JEE exams
since the architecture crowd is there.

Z158: We can target a crowd which will be at architecture exam centers. We can display list
without publishing or promoting it.

Advisor : It’s actually okay to promote it, because many publications have come up
with it.

Z158: We can also display lists at coaching centers for architecture exams or take up
collaborations.

Secretary : I already researched about this there is no way to collaborate with all NATA
centers to promote.

Advisor : If you still have any suggestions we’d definitely love to take ideas.

President : Even if it;s not possible here, you guys can send it to us via email.

Z104: College ranking includes the colleges registered with NASA only. There are many
other colleges which aren’t registered with NASA. We can also benefit them.



Advisor : We never said that it is the best college all over India. It is specifically mentioned.
It will be based on the remarks given by the jurors and on their performance in NASA.

Z133: As we are talking about college ranking it is for all aspiring architecture students,
although NASA doesn’t provide details of Universities such as CEPT etc. Taking NATA in
reference is of no point, I believe. This ranking is not only for students in NASA but for
overall architecture students.

Vice President : Yes, you’re right.

Z634: We can also consider adding it to the newspapers so that it reaches out to more
people and also this will motivate colleges to produce better work for Reubens.

Vice President : It has already been tackled by the ex-council but the quotation was very
high. 

Z214: I have a question here: In the college ranking we are mentioning the criteria why not
add references of some works, like just a few glimpses of the work so that students
understand the type of work.

Vice President :I don’t think the students will understand much although it is a nice point we
will think about it.

Z519: We could also just conduct a hands on experience sort of a thing where we don’t
promote NASA but give an overview of architecture to attract them to the website.
-----

Secretary : Let's move on to Subscription fee

Treasurer : There are two types of payment methods: Online and offline.
You have to fill form X for this. When you enter the number of students the amount will be
generated automatically. They online payments may be done using Credit/debit cards or any
other method of online payment. For the offline payment method you will have to generate
an SBI e-Challan receipt and pay via cash or check.
Are you all clear? Any doubts?

Z423: It is a subjective case: we don’t have a NASA account number but the administration
directly takes subscription fees from students. They ask for NASA account number to
transfer the fee directly from college account.

Secretary : Providing the account number is difficult because they may use NEFT and it will
be difficult for us to track you guys later.

Z423: The college admin wants to pay directly to NASA account.



Secretary : Your payment will not be considered if it is paid directly.

President : The NEFT method of payment was removed 3years ago since it was difficult to
track the details of colleges.

Z423: But without it the account number we have to take the money into our accounts and
pay offline. Can we do something about this?

Secretary : Next year onwards we will try sending letters to HODs mentioning all details
about subscription fees except account number. It will be a detailed letter so that you can
show it to your HODs and explain that this is the only way to pay.

Z216: My college has paid the subscription fees for last 3 years but it still shows as not 
paid. Can you please update it?

Secretary : Yes. We will update it after the meeting.

President : Let’s move ahead to forms. All forms should be submitted officially.

Z641: If we register the number of students to be a number and later enter a different
number in the form X. Which number will be used to generate the amount?

Treasurer : It will be the number that you entered. Although we will cross check the
registered number in background and if any discrepancies are found there will be
repercussions.

Zonal President 5 : Visitor colleges may have doubts, it’s better to clear them now only.

Secretary : Okay we will open for a zero hour

09:30 *zero hour*

09:43

President : Excel sheet is automatically generating ID cards. Kindly upload formal passport
size photos and not informal pictures. If the form C does not have details of the USec filled in
they will not be recognised by the Council.

Secretary : If you don’t have the ID cards you are not acceptable like in bigger companies or
offices. Without the ID cards you won’t be recognised as the USec or UD. Is it acceptable to
you guys?

President : You guys are aware of the repercussions, right?



Z520: As you said that they won’t be recognised by the association if they fail to carry their
ID cards. So, it simply means that if we are not recognised as a USec you cannot do
anything in the meetings like talking in meetings, or voting for that matter we will not even be
able to attend the meetings. Basically cannot do anything.

President : What do you guys get from our side at the end of the year? So, basically you’ll
get a bonafide saying that you are the representative of the particular college.

Z641: What if we misplace the ID cards?

President : It’s a subjective issue. We can’t re-issue the ID cards. You will have to take a
print on paper and get it attested by the National secretory or the National president.

Z634: This ID card is of quite some value. It also increases the credibility of the association.
So, before printing the final copies why don’t we have a verification process?

President : It has already been verified by the respective ZPs and still you people haven’t
provided proper photographs.

Zonal President 3 : Colleges don’t send your USec IDs with the UDs. Otherwise we’ll have
to start scanning both the IDs by verifying the photos.

Z611: We were told if one of the ID is scanned it is fine.

Vice President : As we also mentioned earlier, this was the first time that we were using the
ID cards. That’s why we were trying to get at least one ID card tagged. We had to check if
the software works fine, etc. On the first day, however, we took down manual attendance
also for the sake of cross checking. Next time onwards we will make sure all ID cards are
tagged.

Secretary : The council feels ID should be a document which validates that you are the
USec of the college. Is everyone okay with this?

Z111: I have a query: If we make it an official document what happens if acting UD or acting
USec attend meetings.

Secretary : In that case the attendance for the college will be marked based on the
bonafide.

President : They will show the respective forms for attendance.

Z111: We shall provide QR codes to the UD or USec so that we can use it if ID is lost.

President : So, that’s what we were saying that you can take a print out but you will have
to get it stamped by the National secretory.



Z216: If I have filled form E and ID is issued in the name of previous UD?

Vice President : In that case, the form E contains a column where the college needs to
mention the reason for change, if that is acceptable, we will follow the lost ID format i.e. it will
be printed on paper and attested by the Council.

Z216: In that case I’ll have to contact the ZP, right?

Vice President : Yes, yes. 

Z158: I have a query here, the USecs that don’t attend meetings regularly will get the
document that we receive at the ANC.

Advisor : No, they will not. It is a letter of appreciation and won’t be awarded if there is no
contribution.

President : Since it’s a letter of appreciation, it won’t be awarded as the job role is
incomplete.
Also, regarding the form D and E. They’ll be closed before PreCons.
Dinner time is a little strict today, so we’ll take a break now. But come back quickly.

10:00  ( Break for dinner )

SESSION 3

11: 31

Secretary : So we were discussing about ID cards. Till now we discussed ID cards should
be the only proof usec is the general council member of NASA India. It should be used for
attendance. If he doesn’t give then the unit doesn’t get attendance. If they lose it due to
genuine reasons it will be printed and given and verified and to be attested by the secretary.
Also in case of change of usec. Till now does anyone have a problem with this? or any other
issue that could arise? If there are no issues then I would like someone to say they would
love it so it can be recorded in the minutes.

Z634: We accept the change.

Z231: Actually some of us didn’t have ID card due to the photo problem. Now that we have it
it’s counted. What about the other days?

Vice President : Since I said from the earlier session. This was a trial. We will verify it.
Hence we took manual as well. Both UD and USec are given with the tag and for this FCM
we are considering only the college tag and not UD or USec.



Z111: we will go for voting. And we accept it. We will put it into the yellow book.

President : So the notion is: The bonafide certificate will be replaced with the form C. Form
C will be taken as appointment of the USec and UD from their institution and the acceptance
certificate by the association.

Zone 1: pass
Zone 2: pass
Zone 3: pass
Zone 4: pass
Zone 5: pass
Zone 6: pass
This will go into the yellow book and will be amended the next year by the new council.

President : The form c is taken as the bonafide certificate from the institution and will be
accepted by the association for the appointment of the Usec and UD.
We can open for discussion. The ID card will be issued if the form c is filled by the institution.

Z310: Talking about the credibility. It will set standards for all of us.

Secretary : If anyone does not support this idea you can put up your point.

Z609: I think it’s right because we have seen the change if UDs before ANC. This can be
changed if the form C is implemented.

Secretary : We are just formulating the notion for the ID cards. We need time to perfect the
notion on ID cards. Till then we will proceed with the presentation of collaboration.

Public Relations : *presentation on collaborations*

President : Have all of you understood the intent behind this? What India lost and found is
doing?

Public Relations : The other new collaboration is ACEDGE.
Why was there no participation?

Z411: If we conduct more like this on non-exam days can we expect more participation?

Z423: What is the selection process of D-team and E-team?

Public Relations : In D-team students need to submit their portfolio and any art works
related to design, software, photography, videography etc cause we want our posters and
videos done by our association and not by any other body



Vice President : E team: we released a similar form. Instead of a portfolio we asked them to
write a curious case of architecture internships in India. Jurors rated their understanding and
selected them. 9 people got selected.

Z423: The executive council was judging?

Vice President : 2 was EC and 1 was ZC.

Public Relations : Feedback on the new collaborations this year. Can you say what you
feel?

Z111: I think few of them are very good, just that the time frame is a little dicey. Changing the
time frame will involve more people into it.

Z423: I agree with the statement. The time frame changed will be better and more entries
will definitely come.

Z211: The India lost and found my college students participated in because in the summer
vacation, they were on a trip and the thought without any efforts the could send their photos
and do some research. I had sent them the link hence they registered more. Hence it was
great.

Public Relations : Anyone else?

Z634: The frame conclave was really good. Thought the accommodation was expensive.
The collaborations was good.

Advisor : I have a question was all the collaboration approached by the association or they
came ?

Public Relations : Few were approached by us and few they did.

Advisor : Can you be specific

Public Relations : Happy llamas india and lost n found. Them
frame conclave-them.
Auroville - them
Arch daily - us from 59th year
one:x – them.

Advisor : Why is it none of them are approached by us and we only accept what comes to
us like if we talk about ethos also it was also collaborated with SOTY so indirectly it also
approached us



Public Relations : As we started 62nd year after ec zc, we had too many proposals already.
Going through them only took a lot of time. To explore what our requirement was. We tried
architect india. For curators map and we started there were good kind of proposal which we
could take up.

Z501: Can we know more about the selection criteria for EASA?

Secretary : We received a selection report form the national convener, Yatharth few days
ago, the EASA selection process is such, 1st is form filling about NASA and EASA and
architecture, special task you have to do regarding travelling without any words. On the
basis of 2 of them ex EASA students selected for round 2.
Round 2 is interview, first 35 entries came then shortlisted to 10 -12 and then after a few
more rounds they selected 6 people.

Z501: Last time in the FCM they showed the selection report of EASA. Is it going to happen
this year as well ?

Secretary : Report on previous EASA cannot be presented right now cause no council
members have gone for it. This time Dinesh is going. He will present it the next GBM.

Z520: My senior applied but she hasn’t received any mail. So kindly send if they are selected
or they are not. They lose interest waiting.

Secretary : We will release the selection report. Tomorrow I will present the selection report.
First thing in the morning.

President : Another thing, 244 that presented the presentation about ANC bid. on July 15th

they wrote us a mail and if it is satisfactory then we will go for inspection or else we wont.

Z423: For EASA you said no one is present from the council. This time or last year ? It’s not
clear?

Zonal President 5 : No one in present council has attended EASA. Yatarth had gone 2
years ago hence he presented last year

Z423: If next year Dinesh is not in the council then no report will be presented ?

Zonal President 5 : after returning from the EASA I will be preparing the report and
presenting in pre cons only.

Z504: Wasn’t yatharth supposed to do the same ?

Secretary : he presented in pre con. We are having a few issues with EASA organization.
It's not very formal.



This year after Dinesh attend EASA we will have a meeting with Yatharth and format the
selection process and present it in the pre cons.

Z520 : Are we getting it tomorrow ?

Secretary : Tomorrow we will get the selection report of whatever has happened till now.

President : What Vinod spoke about collaborations. The council should’ve applied ,more
collabs. Few of us were formulating the collaborations we had and we should’ve gone
through it and approached more.

Advisor : The 12 member association cannot pull in more than 2 collabs. The association
together should pull up more collaborations and I expected you guys to ask this but you all
were sleeping . so I did

President : Are you guys sleeping ?

Secretary : We will come back to the discussion of id cards. We just passed that form c is
compulsory but the institution as the association. Id card should be proof of the form c and
should be accepted by the association. Nothing is stated in the constitution. We do not want
to add it directly in the yellow book. We want to add it in the annexure. We want to see what
issues we have with it and then see what can be changed next year by the next council.
Clauses
1: ID cards shall be issued by the association as an identity proof

Secretary : Is that clear

Z520: yes

Secretary : 2. ID cards must be produced at GBM and conventions for registrations and
attendance.

Z504: yes

Secretary : 3. if the ID is not present the college representative does not get the privileges.

Z520: Yes.

Secretary : 4: In case it is lost or there is a change in the UD and Usec the institution shall
print the ID card which is to be attested by the association.

Z506: Can you repeated the sentence.

Zonal President 5 : Are you aware of the unit representative’s privileges ?



Z111: I have the same doubt. And will we have to get the sign on the card?

Advisor : Just to clarify the privileges: subsidy, attendance.

Crowd: yes.

Secretary : these 4 points will be added in the annexure.

Crowd: Yes

Secretary : We can try these and then the next council can change if required.

Z111: In the point it was said that the card will be issued on the form c. the photograph issue
have not been added up yet. Those should be taken up to take a call.

Vice President : the clause.

Z111: I don’t get it.

Zonal president 2 : There should not be informal photos and there should be formal photos.
Hence the association will not accept it.

Z111: So that will be added in the clause?.

Vice President : It’s understood that the photo should be a formal one.

Secretary : The fact that the form c should be filled in itself is understood that it should be
formal.
Is everyone done?
We shall move to voting.
Notion
Zone 1: *passed*
Zone 2: *passed*
Zone 3: *passed*
Zone 4: *passed*
Zone 5: *passed*
Zone 6: *passed*
The notion of adding in annexure of rules and regulations of the id card is amended.
The annexure is applicable only for this year and will be reviewed next year,

President : Move on to college status

Z111: Next year we need to see any change in clauses or will be it be directly added in the
yellow book ?



Zonal President 1 : What if some Usec informs the loss of ID card 5 to 10 days prior to the
convention, how do we send the documents and mail it ?

Secretary : Usec can mail me and I will courier it.

Vice President : It can be sent like the other documents that come to zonal convention from
the HQ.

Zonal President 3 : So in that case we will accept digital signs for those.

President : The zonal president can regulate it . It has to be informed to the National
secretary and National President.

Vice President : the 60th year FCM minutes are uploaded.

Z305: when will the ANDC query be released.

President : We will talk to the coordinator and let you know. The query list was ready but we
have to decide on how many entries to be added.

Secretary : I will now announce with the 62nd hq report.
*Secretary announces number of new colleges zone wise*
Congratulations to all new colleges. Since they didn’t submit proper documents we have
asked them to submit it before 20th july to the HQ. If they don’t we shall not accept it. Only
observer colleges can collect their letter tomorrow morning.
List of colleges upgraded to membership.
*Secretary announces number of colleges upgraded to membership zone wise*
This is the list of colleges removed.
*Secretary announces number of colleges removed zone wise*
So this year we removed colleges either on the poor condition of not attending ANC for 2
years or not paying subscription fees for the last 2 years.
Now I will read out the list of colleges that have been degraded from member to observer
status.
*Secretary announces number of colleges degraded to observer zone wise*
That concludes the HQ report for the 62nd year.
We will now open for the zero hour.
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*Manual attendance*
President : The empty seats which are there in the front row, the students have already left.
So better people at backside come in front.

Vice President : Report of process of selection of EASA will be presented by Abid.
*Secretary presented the report.*

Z423: No proper council for EASA. So who decides the next location of EASA?

President : So regarding EASA still we are not concrete with what we get as a take away,
as they are informal and they don’t have a proper structure and council. Hence we are facing
issues with EASA as the host and representatives change every year. The team going from
India is not representing as India Team but as NASA India team.
The thing is, for EASA purpose, there should be 2 NCs from each country. Junior and senior.
They will contact with other countries. Also we are facing many problems like meetings as
the INCM, intermediate national contacts meet, happens in october where all the NCs meet
and decide where the EASA will take place, in this meet the decisions are passed by the
national contacts. Even this doesn’t happen in a formal manner. We are not able to
participate in this meet as it happens in October and the cost for 4 days travel to europe will
be too much.
If we propose an MoU also it has to be signed by everyone present at that meet.

Secretary : Selection report which is sent by National Contact needs to be changed a bit in
terms of language



President : Any other doubts?

Z520: Could you please send a mail to the students about who are selected for EASA?

Secretary : We will look into it.

Z423: Is there any amount given by NASA India or do they have to pay by themselves?

President : They have to pay by themselves.

Z521: Students who get back from EASA, do they have to come back and report to NASA.
How do you decide the credibility of EASA?

President : In present council no one of us has gone to EASA so we don’t know what
exactly happens in it other than what is explained by the NC and last year’s report. And the
report which was submitted by ex-secretary Yatarth, who is the NC was informal and we had
a lot of issues in it. So this time we decided to send a council member so that he can give a
proper report on EASA and then we will look into it and formulate as soon as they are back.

Z535: How are the students from NASA benefited from EASA?

Secretary : That is exactly what we asked our ex-council member Yatarth. So he informed
that whatever happens in EASA like workshops, etc through that knowledge they conduct
workshops here and even we are not strong about this point.

Z531: Since there is a collaboration why don’t students come to India as delegates?

Vice President : EASA doesn’t have any delegates nor particular member to send as
delegate to attend conventions in India. And also EASA is not an association like NASA as it
doesn’t have proper structure or anything its just a workshop series. If we even invite other
people at the event they won't be from EASA, they would come from their respective
colleges.

Z641: If EASA doesn’t have a proper structure then whom does NASA collaborate with?

President : When Sagar Tulshan was VP he collaborated with EASA and attended EASA.
He got to know what exactly happens in EASA and he prepared a report based on it and
presented to the association and then we collaborated with EASA. He presented the working
of our association also at the assembly.
Since then we have been collaborating with the NCs of different countries part of EASA and
the structure of alumni at EASA recognises the team of NASA India

------



Z603: Credibility is meaningless, then why can’t we stop the collaboration once the MoU
expires? If no MoU then we can leave collaboration at any point of time.

Secretary : What do you mean by MoUs expired? We don’t have any MoUs.

President : This year we changed it like when Dinesh goes to EASA and come back and
presents a report about EASA and after going through it we will decide whether we should
draft MoU or take a different call?

Z304: Who pays the money for the council?

President : The person pays for himself.

Z535 : Any documentary proof that the students have attended, from EASA side?

President : On website it will be mentioned that NASA India will be attending it.

Z423: As said NASA India team is representing do they see us as NASA India team or India
team?

President : It is considered as NASA India team.

Z501: You mentioned two names and said they were above average. Can you tell us how
are they judged?

Secretary : That was based in the interview and since no one from the council was there we
can’t say anything.

403: Does he or she need to be a student of NASA India.

Advisor : I still didn’t get a bonafide certificate so I am still a student. So I am still eligible to
go.

Z304: What was the exact reason for applying for EASA.

Advisor : This is Very informal.

Z304: What if any delegate wants to apply and I need to answer to him.

Z520: In round 1 the evaluation is done in accordance with the relationship with NASA. Does
this mean the EC ZC are more eligible? This year most of them were ex usec. Which is very
evident.

Z520: Why is it this way



President : You need to understand we are representing NASA India there and not India.
Anything they do there means they are representing us. Hence that criteria.

Z518: On what specific things we would be formulating the report?

President : We will understand what the whole structure is. We will talk to Yatharth and
ex-NCs and formulate it.

Z518: This could’ve been done when Yatharth had gone right?

President : This was the intent. We usually don’t send from the EC since there is a lot of
work here. Last time first time we sent it. MoU was sent but it had a lot of issues with it.
There was a first draft sent by Yatharth which has issues.

Z158: What is the bigger picture we are looking at with EASA?

President : With any collaboration we are seeing how it helps the students. In this case the
base is unstable right now.

Advisor : One benefit is the 58th ANC format we followed since it has only workshops. And it
was more like a context based. It didn’t suit here. Hence we changed in 59th. Next year we
took a call of the general council. Re-changed.

Z406: Some issues you said. Can we talk about it?

President : MoU is not like report. It’s more like guidelines. It was mentioned who would be
there from the council and things. Such things were missing. The ratio of deliverable from
both sides was not formulated.

Z253: Is there any assurance the delegates will come back and conduct a workshop.

Secretary : No. but that’s what’s the selection committee looks at while selecting them .

Z521: Since There is no certificate given at the EASA don’t you think there is no recognition
given,that the students deserve. It’s more like they are just there to represent NASA.

Vice President : That’s not the intent.

Z521: I know but doesn’t it look like that is

-----

Vice President : we will now move on to the Indian arch presentations.
*Indian arch presentation by Z402 IIT Kharagpur.*



Vice President : How do you think we can improve the quality of the work that is put into
Indian Arch?

Z402: We can have inputs from faculty and increase the quality than introducing a new
factor.

Vice President : How?

Z402: We have a team prepared. We are trying to release the first draft really quickly.

President : I have a question

Vice President : College code?

President : National President

Vice President : Where are you sitting?

President : I want to know what’s the structure and the difference between that of Stapathi
and Indian arch?

Z402: For Stapathi we have 2 or 3 incharge who work from the beginning , ask for interviews
with different big firms, to get sponsors, we get funding , we put slabs in the end we go
through drafts to complete the magazine.

President : It is seen that in recent Indian arch the quality and quantity is going down. How
would you tackle that?

Z402: For the quality as I said the first draft will be released as soon as possible. For
architects we have different architects who have contributed to our college magazine.

Secretary : That is cause of the college name. Here it is NASA.

Z402: We are hosting the Indian arch, it is bigger than Stapathi.

Vice President : What Abid is trying to say is Indian Arch is a student magazine. And
students are not putting in more. External is more. How can we solve this?

Z402: Apart from mailing and telling them we could send out brochures like we do for
stapathi.

Z111: I think the role of Usec comes into play. We should help her out in this case.

Vice President : That we have already received the guarantee.



Public Relations : Are you planning to have any theme or a concept for it?

Z402: Not yet maybe we would want to work on the theme of embark itself.

Public Relations : If there is no theme then there will be random stuff which won’t be good
for the magazine. Something new can be done.

Z402: We were thinking of making it in tribute of a particular eminent architect. The
magazine could work around this thing.
Public Relations : Thank you we will call the next college Z535, Dayanandsagar School of
architecture.
*Presentation by Z535*

Vice President : Funding for Indian Arch. has been an issue since quite some time. Usually
it is 30%. No budget put?

Z535: I have done the basic ground work. My management wouldn’t support me in this. This
is purely out of me and my delegates’ interest. We would want to work on the content. We
would try to get all the number of copies Printed that is needed. I am aware of 1200 no. of
copies. Also the cost of each of it is 120 rs. And it can go down to 105 to a lower quality.

Vice President : Do you have a convener like your ex usec?

Z535: Yes but she has internship

Secretary : We do not support any funding from the students

Z535: We are ready to give all the content to any college that publishes it.

Advisor : You don’t want to host it but you want to give it to the other college?

Z535: Yes

Advisor : So why do you want to bid it?

Z535: If the council can fund it?

Advisor : This is the same issue that has been happening. Colleges do very well in
compiling but then they loose it and don’t publish it. We don’t want to do it.

Z535: We were told its 30% which is 30000 for 1 lakhs.

Advisor : That is very subjective and it’s a very old cost. And the courier charges also come
in. 90000 is the courier changes as of now. Make your mind do you want to host it or
contribute to it? You can talk to the host college . Get your intent clear.



Z535: I want to host it but there is no support from the management. The other option is to
contribute.

Advisor : Ok thank you

Vice President : We now break for NSC. Please go into your respective rooms as per your
numbers chosen.
1:15

*NSC*

SESSION 2

3:36

President : Everyone please settle down we will begin with the meeting. ZPs where are
you? Can the ZPs take their positions please!
Please fill in the seats and maintain the quorumasdas. Please occupy the seats in front.
(Manual attendance)

Vice President : Since a lot of you asked for the HUDCO books. We do not have any more
copies we will request them and give it by pre-con.

President : We will complete the agenda of the meet in Zero hour because there is only
30% attendance, No quorum, so what we discuss won’t be official.
*Zero Hour*
Zero hour summary:

● ANC structure and suggestions
● Percentage of workshops and events
● Pending Agendas
● Workshops
● NSC summary by council members
● NASA day HQ
● NASA day zone wise




